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Introduction  
  Based on paper arXiv:1111.0691 
 
  Built upon insights from author’s work in  
 
“Two-Dimensional Twisted Sigma Models And The Theory 
of Chiral Differential Operators”, arXiv:hep-th/0604179,  
 
“Chiral Equivariant Cohomology and the Half-Twisted 
Gauged Sigma Model”, arXiv:hep-th/0612164,  
 
“Chiral Algebra of (0,2) Sigma Models: Beyond 
Perturbation Theory - II”, (with J. Yagi) arXiv:0805.1410, 
 
“Supersymmetric Surface Operators, 4-Manifold Theory, 
and Invariants in Various Dimensions”, arXiv:1006.3313.  

 



Motivation  
  To furnish a physical interpretation of the recently 

formulated mathematical theory of “Twisted 
Chiral Differential Operators”. 

 
  To furnish an alternative, non gauge-theoretic, 

physical interpretation of the geometric 
Langlands correspondence, so as to be able to  

(i) make contact with the original mathematical 
formulation of the correspondence by Beilinson-
Drinfeld which utilizes algebraic CFT, 



Motivation  
(ii)  gain, via the physics, mathematical insights 

into the correspondence at genus 1 and 0 
which were not addressed in the gauge-
theoretic approach by Kapustin-Witten,              

 
(iii) furnish physical proofs of mathematical 
conjectures which relate geometric Langlands 
to knots 
 
(iv) Furnish physical proofs of mathematical 
conjectures relating quantum groups to the 
correspondence.   
 



Background Required (Physics) 

•  2d supersymmetry and SCFT 
•  Twisted sigma models 
•  Anomalies 
•  Current algebra 
•  Worldsheet Instantons 
•  Supersymmetric quantum mechanics 
•  WZW models/Chern-Simons Theory  

 



Background Required (Maths) 
  Differential Geometry  

 - Riemannian Geometry 
 - de Rham/Dolbeault Cohomology  

 
  Algebraic geometry  

 - Sheaves and Sheaf cohomology  
 - Intersection theory 

 
  Group representation theory 

 -Group extensions and group cohomology    
 -Representation theory 

 
  Algebraic Topology 

 -Elliptic Genera 
 
  Knots, Knot Homology and Symplectic Geometry 

 - Jones Polynomial 
 - Khovanov Homology 
 - Lagrangian intersection Floer Homology 

 
 
 
 
 



Summary of  Main Results 
  We first study the physical features of a non-dynamically 

gauged quasi-topological (0,2) sigma model with target a 
G-manifold in perturbation theory 

 
  - Quasi-topological model. 
 

 - Invariant under Weyl scalings of worldsheet. 
 

 -Conformal anomaly unless target space is Ricci-flat.     
 

 -Infinite tower of excited states/operator observables that 
have holomorphic weights. 

 
 

  



Summary of  Main Results 

-Elliptic genus of local operators is therefore nontrivial 
in general. 

 
-Operator observables span a holomorphic chiral 

algebra. 
 
-Ground operators span a topological chiral ring.  
 
-Operator observables can be described as classes in 

a certain Cech-cohomology group.  
   
- For Cartan gauge group, and target space a flag 

manifold of G, model physically manifests the 
mathematical theory of “Twisted Chiral Differential 
Operators. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Summary of  Main Results 
- Taking the infinite target volume limit, one can see that 

the model possesses a generalized T-duality.  
 
- From this T-duality, we have an isomorphism of W-
algebras, and going back to the finite volume limit, we 
have only a Feigin-Frenkel isomorphism of W-algebras, i.e., 
affine G-algebra at critical level parameterized by ^LG-
opers on worldsheet.  

-  A physical interpretation of the geometric Langlands 
correspondence for G, where complex curve is the 
worldsheet. 

-  Correlation functions of certain purely bosonic operators 
are Hecke eigensheaves. 

- Hecke operators are certain nonlocal operators. We insert 
them into the correlation functions to effect a Hecke 
modification.  

  
 
 
 
 
 



Summary of  Main Results 
  We then study the nonperturbative effects of worldsheet twisted 

instantons in the sigma model  
 
  - For worldsheet of genus 0 with less than 3 punctures, instanton 

effects trivialize the chiral algebra completely. 
 

 - Consistent with the fact that there are no Hecke 
eigensheaves at genus 0 with less than 3 punctures.  

 
 - Via supersymmetric gauged quantum mechanics, chiral 
algebra observables correspond to harmonic spinors on the 
loop space of the flag manifold of G.    

 
 - Can therefore connect the condition for the existence of 
Hecke eigensheaves to the Hohn-Stolz conjecture in algebraic 
topology that says that there are no harmonic spinors on the 
flag manifold of G. 

 
  



Summary of  Main Results 
  Finally, we study the infinite volume limit of the sigma model 

with target the flag manifold of simply-laced G.   
 
  - 2D Lagrangian is the same as that for a WZW model for G.  
 

 - Via the WZW-Chern-Simons connection, can express knot 
invariants, in particular the Jones polynomial, in terms of the 
correlation functions of the chiral algebra observables. In 
turn, we can express the Khovanov homology in terms of 
quantum “ramified” D-modules and therefore, Lagrangian 
intersection homology. As such, we have a physical proof of 
a conjecture by Seidel-Smith.    

 
 - Via the isomorphism of W-algebras in the infinite volume 
limit, we have a physical interpretation of the “ramified” 
geometric Langlands for G - which relates quantum 
“ramified” D-modules associated with G and ^LG - as a 
generalized T-duality.   

 
   



Summary of  Main Results 
 
 - As such, via the simultaneous interpretation of the 
correlation functions of the chiral algebra observables 
as quantum “ramified” D-modules and generators of 
knot invariants, we have a physical interpretation of a 
conjecture by Gaitsgory - which relates “ramified” D-
modules to quantum groups associated with G and 
^LG, respectively – as a generalized T-duality.  

 
  



The Lagrangian of  the quasi-topological  

gauged (0,2) model    

This means that a consistent generalization of the twisted model entails making the replace-

ments

!z̄"
i ! Dz̄"

i = !z̄"
i " Aa

z̄V
i
a and !z"

ī ! Dz"
ī = !z"

ī + Aa
zV

ī
a (2.20)

in (i) the action (2.11), (ii) the field variations in (2.7), and (iii) V in (2.9). As required of

covariant derivatives, the gauge variations #!(Dz̄"i) and #!(Dz"ī) do not contain worldsheet-

derivatives of the parameter $.

On the other hand, under an infinitesimal gauge transformation, the %’s, which play

the role of tangent vectors in X, will change as

#!%
i
z̄ = $a!kV

i
a%k

z̄ and #!%
ī = "$a!k̄V

ī
a%k̄. (2.21)

This means that a consistent generalization of the twisted model entails making the replace-

ment

Dz%
ī ! !Dz%

ī = Dz%
ī + Aa

z#k̄V
ī
a%k̄ (2.22)

in the action (2.11), whereby #k̄V
ī
a = !k̄V

ī
a +!ī

j̄k̄
V j̄

a . As required of covariant derivatives, the

gauge variation #!( !Dz%ī) does not contain worldsheet-derivatives of the parameter $ either.

A Non-Dynamically Gauged Version of the Twisted (0, 2) Sigma Model

Thus, the action of the generalized theory will be given by

Sgauged =

"

!

|d2z| gij̄(Dz̄"
iDz"

j̄ + %i
z̄
!Dz%

j̄), (2.23)

and moreover, Sgauged will be invariant under (2.18), (2.19) and (2.21), if the derivatives

!k̄V
ī
a = [!̄Va]īk̄ and !kV i

a = [!Va]ik satisfy [26]

La(!Vb)" Lb(!Va) = [!Va, !Vb]" fab
c!Vc and La(!̄Vb)" Lb(!̄Va) = [!̄Va, !̄Vb]" fab

c!̄Vc,

(2.24)

where La is the Lie-derivative with respect to the vector field Va. As is clear from (2.23),

one can also interpret the generalized model as a non-dynamically G-gauged version of the

twisted (0, 2) sigma model with a fixed target space X.

As in the original ungauged model, one can also write

Sgauged =

"

!

|d2z|{Q,V }, (2.25)

where

V = "gij̄%
i
z̄Dz"

j̄, (2.26)

13
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Notice also that since Q
2
+ = 0, the term {Q+, V } in (2.8) is invariant under the transfor-

mation generated by Q+. Moreover, for the transformation laws of (2.7) to be physically

consistent, Q+ must have charge q = 1 under the global U(1)R symmetry group. Since V has

a corresponding charge of q = !1, the term {Q+, V } in (2.8) continues to be invariant under

the U(1)R symmetry group (at the classical level). In summary, the e!ective perturbative

action that is both U(1)R- and Q+-invariant will be given by

Spert =

!

!

|d2z| gij̄(!z̄"
i!z"

j̄ + #i
z̄Dz#

j̄), (2.11)

where it can also be written as

Spert =

!

!

|d2z|{Q+, V }. (2.12)

A Family Of Target Spaces for the Twisted (0, 2) Sigma Model

We would now like to generalize the above twisted model with action Spert, such that

it will describe a family of target spaces which are related to X via its di!eomorphism

group, whilst still being Q+- and U(1)R-invariant. To get an idea what one must do to-

wards this end, first recall that the pair ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) can be viewed as a single-valued

function which maps, in a one-to-one manner, a point in " to a point in X; in other words,

("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) defines a section of the trivial bundle X " ", where X and " are its fiber

and base, respectively. That the model of (2.11) has a fixed target space is reflected in the

fact that over all of " is a fixed manifold X in the trivial bundle X " ". Therefore, if one

would like to describe a family of target spaces, one ought to generalize ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄))

to define a section of a nontrivial fiber bundle F , where X $# F # " – indeed, one would

have, in this instance, a family of complex manifolds over " which are related to the fixed

X via the structure group of F .

In the most general case, one can take the structure group of F to be the noncompact

di!eomorphism group of X. Nevertheless, if X is some smooth G-manifold, where G is

any compact, connected Lie group, a natural choice for the structure group of F would be

G itself. On such an X, the G-action is infinitesimally generated by a set of vector fields

Va on X, where a = 1, . . . , d = dim G. These are holomorphic vector fields, which means

that their holomorphic (antiholomorphic) components are holomorphic (antiholomorphic)

functions, i.e., for Va =
"dimCX

i=1 V i
a (!/!"i) +

"dimCX
ī=1 V ī

a (!/!"ī), we have

!V i
a

!"j̄
=

!V ī
a

!"j
= 0. (2.13)

11

In addition, the Va’s realise a d-dimensional Lie algebra g of G, i.e., they obey

[Va, Vb] = fab
cVc, (2.14)

where fab
c are the structure constants of G. This can also be explicitly written in component

form as

[Va, Vb]
i = V j

a (
!V i

b

!"j
)! V j

b (
!V i

a

!"j
)

= fab
cV i

c , (2.15)

and

[Va, Vb]
ī = V j̄

a (
!V ī

b

!"j̄
)! V j̄

b (
!V ī

a

!"j̄
)

= fab
cV ī

c . (2.16)

Furthermore, as the G-action on X is supposed to leave fixed its metric, the vector fields

will obey the Killing vector equations

"iVja +"jVia = 0, "iVj̄a +"j̄Via = 0, (2.17)

where " is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection on X, while

Via = gij̄V
j̄
a and Vj̄a = gij̄V

i
a .

With regard to our generalization of the model, the fact that ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) now

defines a section of a nontrivial bundle F with structure group G means that one must

replace all ordinary derivatives of ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) with covariant derivatives – the relevant

G-connection in this case being a local one-form gauge field A on ! with values in g, i.e.,

the Va’s. The components of A obey the usual infinitesimal gauge transformation laws

#!A
a
z = !z$

a ! fbc
a$bAc

z and #!A
a
z̄ = !z̄$

a + fbc
a$bAc

z̄, (2.18)

where $ is a position-dependent zero-form on ! with values in g. Under an infinitesimal

gauge transformation, the "’s, which play the role of coordinates in X, will change as

#!"
i = $aV i

a and #!"
ī = !$aV ī

a . (2.19)

12
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ī
a +!ī

j̄k̄
V j̄
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where La is the Lie-derivative with respect to the vector field Va. As is clear from (2.23),

one can also interpret the generalized model as a non-dynamically G-gauged version of the

twisted (0, 2) sigma model with a fixed target space X.

As in the original ungauged model, one can also write
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i
z̄Dz"
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In addition, the Va’s realise a d-dimensional Lie algebra g of G, i.e., they obey

[Va, Vb] = fab
cVc, (2.14)

where fab
c are the structure constants of G. This can also be explicitly written in component

form as

[Va, Vb]
i = V j

a (
!V i

b

!"j
)! V j

b (
!V i

a

!"j
)

= fab
cV i

c , (2.15)

and

[Va, Vb]
ī = V j̄

a (
!V ī

b

!"j̄
)! V j̄

b (
!V ī

a

!"j̄
)

= fab
cV ī

c . (2.16)

Furthermore, as the G-action on X is supposed to leave fixed its metric, the vector fields

will obey the Killing vector equations

"iVja +"jVia = 0, "iVj̄a +"j̄Via = 0, (2.17)

where " is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection on X, while

Via = gij̄V
j̄
a and Vj̄a = gij̄V

i
a .

With regard to our generalization of the model, the fact that ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) now

defines a section of a nontrivial bundle F with structure group G means that one must

replace all ordinary derivatives of ("i(z, z̄), "ī(z, z̄)) with covariant derivatives – the relevant

G-connection in this case being a local one-form gauge field A on ! with values in g, i.e.,

the Va’s. The components of A obey the usual infinitesimal gauge transformation laws

#!A
a
z = !z$

a ! fbc
a$bAc

z and #!A
a
z̄ = !z̄$

a + fbc
a$bAc

z̄, (2.18)

where $ is a position-dependent zero-form on ! with values in g. Under an infinitesimal

gauge transformation, the "’s, which play the role of coordinates in X, will change as

#!"
i = $aV i

a and #!"
ī = !$aV ī

a . (2.19)
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This means that a consistent generalization of the twisted model entails making the replace-

ments

!z̄"
i ! Dz̄"

i = !z̄"
i " Aa

z̄V
i
a and !z"

ī ! Dz"
ī = !z"

ī + Aa
zV

ī
a (2.20)

in (i) the action (2.11), (ii) the field variations in (2.7), and (iii) V in (2.9). As required of

covariant derivatives, the gauge variations #!(Dz̄"i) and #!(Dz"ī) do not contain worldsheet-

derivatives of the parameter $.

On the other hand, under an infinitesimal gauge transformation, the %’s, which play

the role of tangent vectors in X, will change as

#!%
i
z̄ = $a!kV

i
a%k

z̄ and #!%
ī = "$a!k̄V

ī
a%k̄. (2.21)

This means that a consistent generalization of the twisted model entails making the replace-

ment

Dz%
ī ! !Dz%

ī = Dz%
ī + Aa

z#k̄V
ī
a%k̄ (2.22)

in the action (2.11), whereby #k̄V
ī
a = !k̄V

ī
a +!ī

j̄k̄
V j̄

a . As required of covariant derivatives, the

gauge variation #!( !Dz%ī) does not contain worldsheet-derivatives of the parameter $ either.

A Non-Dynamically Gauged Version of the Twisted (0, 2) Sigma Model

Thus, the action of the generalized theory will be given by

Sgauged =

"

!

|d2z| gij̄(Dz̄"
iDz"

j̄ + %i
z̄
!Dz%

j̄), (2.23)

and moreover, Sgauged will be invariant under (2.18), (2.19) and (2.21), if the derivatives

!k̄V
ī
a = [!̄Va]īk̄ and !kV i

a = [!Va]ik satisfy [26]

La(!Vb)" Lb(!Va) = [!Va, !Vb]" fab
c!Vc and La(!̄Vb)" Lb(!̄Va) = [!̄Va, !̄Vb]" fab

c!̄Vc,

(2.24)

where La is the Lie-derivative with respect to the vector field Va. As is clear from (2.23),

one can also interpret the generalized model as a non-dynamically G-gauged version of the

twisted (0, 2) sigma model with a fixed target space X.

As in the original ungauged model, one can also write

Sgauged =

"

!

|d2z|{Q,V }, (2.25)

where

V = "gij̄%
i
z̄Dz"

j̄, (2.26)
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|d2z|{Q,V }, (2.25)

where

V = "gij̄%
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j̄, (2.26)

13and where the requisite field variations generated by the scalar supercharge Q are

!"i = 0, !"ī = #ī,

!#ī = 0, !#i
z̄ = !Dz̄"

i, (2.27)

!Aa
z = 0, !Aa

z̄ = 0.

Using (2.13), one can compute from (2.27) that Q2 = 0 (o!-shell) on all fields. Consequently,

from (2.25), one can see that Sgauged is Q-invariant, as desired. In addition, (2.27) implies

that one can assign (Q, #ī, #i
z̄, "

i, "ī, Aa
z , A

a
z̄) to have q-charge (1, 1,!1, 0, 0, 0, 0) under a

global U(1)R-symmetry; one can then see from (2.25) and (2.26) that as desired, Sgauged has

vanishing q-charge and is therefore U(1)R-invariant. Moreover, since Q is nilpotent, it will

mean that one can also define a Q-cohomology of operators in the theory.

The above model with perturbative gauge-invariant action Sgauged, shall be our model

of interest henceforth.

2.2. The Chiral Algebra Of The Gauged Twisted (0, 2) Sigma Model

Classically, the gauge twisted model is scale invariant: one can compute that the trace

of the stress tensor from Sgauged vanishes, i.e., Tzz̄ = 0. The other nonzero components of

the stress tensor, at the classical level, are given by

Tzz = gij̄$z"
iDz"

j̄, (2.28)

and

Tz̄z̄ = gij̄

!
Dz̄"

i$z̄"
j̄ + #i

z̄Dz̄#
j̄
"

. (2.29)

Furthermore, one can go on to show that

Tz̄z̄ = {Q,!gij̄#
i
z̄$z̄"

j̄}, (2.30)

and

[Q, Tzz] = gij̄$z"
i #Dz#

j̄ = 0 (on-shell). (2.31)

From (2.31) and (2.30), we see that all components of the stress tensor are Q-invariant – Tzz

is an operator in the Q-cohomology while Tz̄z̄ is Q-exact and thus trivial in Q-cohomology.

The fact that Tzz is not Q-exact even at the classical level implies that the gauged twisted
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where it can also written as

Spert =

!

!

|d2z|{Q+, V }. (2.16)

Note that the original symmetries of the theory persist despite limiting ourselves to

perturbation theory; even though Stop = 0, from (2.16), one finds that Spert is invariant under

the nilpotent BRST symmetry generated by Q+. It is also invariant under the U(1)L!U(1)R

global symmetry. Spert shall henceforth be the action of interest in all our subsequent

discussions.

3. Chiral Algebras from the Twisted Heterotic Sigma Model

3.1. The Chiral Algebra

Classically, the model is conformally invariant. The trace of the stress tensor from Spert

vanishes, i.e., Tzz̄ = 0. The other non-zero components of the stress tensor, at the classical

level, are given by

Tzz = gij̄!z"
i!z"

j̄ + #a
zDz#a, (3.1)

and

Tz̄z̄ = gij̄!z̄"
i!z̄"

j̄ + gij̄$
i
z̄

"
!z̄$

j̄ + !j̄
l̄k̄
!z̄"

l̄$k̄
#

. (3.2)

Furthermore, one can go on to show that

Tz̄z̄ = {Q+,"gij̄$
i
z̄!z̄"

j̄}, (3.3)

and (since la = 0 from its equation of motion)

[Q+, Tzz] =
"
gij̄Dz$

j̄ + F a
bij̄(")#a#

b
z$

j̄
#

!z"
i

= 0 (on-shell). (3.4)

From (3.4) and (3.3), we see that all components of the stress tensor are Q+-invariant; Tzz is

an operator in the Q+-cohomology while Tz̄z̄ is Q+-exact and thus trivial in Q+-cohomology.

The fact that Tzz is not Q+-exact even at the classical level implies that the twisted model

is not a 2D topological field theory; rather, it is a 2D conformal field theory. This because

the original model has (0, 2) and not (2, 2) supersymmetry. On the other hand, the fact that

Tz̄z̄ is Q+-exact has some non-trivial consequences on the nature of the local operators in

the Q+-cohomology. Let us discuss this further.
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Physical Features of  the quasi-topological 

gauged (0,2) model 

 

 
 
-Antiholomorphic conformal weights are zero in the Q-
cohomology. 
 
-Infinite tower of local operators with positive holomorphic 
conformal weights in the Q-cohomology.  
 
 
 
 
 

model is not a 2D topological field theory; rather, it is a 2D quasi -topological field theory.

This is because the underlying model has (0, 2) and not (2, 2) supersymmetry. On the other

hand, the fact that Tz̄z̄ is Q-exact leads to some nontrivial implications for the nature of the

local operators in the Q-cohomology. Let us elucidate this further.

We say that a local operator O inserted at the origin has scaling dimension (n, m) if

under a rescaling z ! !z, z̄ ! !̄z (which is a symmetry of the classical theory), it transforms

as "n+m/"zn"z̄m, i.e., as !!n!̄!m. Classical local operators have dimensions (n, m) where

n and m are nonnegative integers.2 However, only local operators with m = 0 survive in

Q-cohomology. The reason for the last statement is that the rescaling of z̄ is generated by

L̄0 =
!

dz̄ z̄Tz̄z̄. As we noted in the previous paragraph, Tz̄ z̄ is of the form {Q, . . . }, so

L̄0 = {Q, V0} for some V0. If O is to be admissible as a local physical operator, it must at

least be true that {Q,O] = 0. Consequently, [L̄0,O] = {Q, {V0,O]]. Since the eigenvalue of

L̄0 on O is m, we have [L̄0,O] = mO. Therefore, if m "= 0, it follows that O is Q-exact and

thus trivial in Q-cohomology.

By a similar argument, we can show that O, as an element of the Q-cohomology,

varies holomorphically with z. Indeed, since the momentum operator (which acts on O
as "z̄) is given by L̄!1, the term "z̄O will be given by the commutator [L̄!1,O]. Since

L̄!1 =
!

dz̄ Tz̄z̄, we will have L̄!1 = {Q, V!1} for some V!1. Hence, because O is physical

such that {Q,O] = 0, it will be true that "z̄O = {Q, {V!1,O]] and thus vanishes in Q-

cohomology.

The Quantum Theory

The observations that we have made so far are based solely on classical grounds. The

question that one might then ask is whether these observations will continue to hold when we

eventually consider the quantum theory. The key point to note is that if it is true classically

that a cohomology vanishes, it should continue to do so in perturbation theory, whence

quantum e!ects are small enough. Since the above observations about the local operators

were made based on the classical fact that Tz̄z̄ vanishes in Q-cohomology, they will continue

to hold at the quantum level, i.e., the local operators in the Q-cohomology of the quantum

theory continue to vary holomorphically with z and have dimension (n, 0).

On the other hand, Tzz, which does not vanish in Q-cohomology at the classical level,

can potentially vanish in Q-cohomology at the quantum level. In fact, one-loop corrections to

the action of Q suggest that in the quantum theory, [Q, Tzz] = U , where U must necessarily

2Anomalous dimensions under RG flow may shift the values of n and m quantum mechanically, but the
spin given by (n#m), being an intrinsic property, remains unchanged.
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-  If X is not Ricci-flat, field transformations generated by 
holomorphic stress tensor NO LONGER map elements in the 
Q-cohomology to other elements in the Q-cohomology. 

 
 
 
 
 

be a fermionic operator with dimension (2, 0) and q = 1. In order to determine the explicit

form of U , first note that from the conservation of the stress tensor, we have !z̄Tzz = !!zTzz̄.

Since Tzz̄ in the quantum theory, while it may no longer be zero, would still be of the form

Tzz̄ = {Q, Gzz̄} for some fermionic operator Gzz̄,3 for all our purposes, we can regard !zTzz̄

to be Q-exact and therefore, !z̄Tzz " 0 in Q-cohomology. The holomorphy of Tzz will

then allow us to make a Laurent expansion Tzz(z) =
!n=!

n="! Lnz"n"2, where in particular,

the operator !z = L"1 =
"

dz Tzz. Second, since "(!zO) = !z("O), it will mean that

[Q, L"1] =
"

dz [Q, Tzz] =
"

dz U = 0; in other words, we ought to have U = !z(. . . ). Third,

note that sigma model perturbation theory is local in X and depends on an expansion of

the metric tensor in a Taylor series up to some given order; i.e., corrections to the action

of Q can be constructed locally from the metric of X appearing in the action. An example

of such a correction is immediately provided by the Ricci tensor Rij̄ of X. Fourth, recall

that #j̄, like Q, has q = 1. And lastly, recall that all derivatives of fields must be covariant.

Altogether, this means that one can write U = !z(Rij̄Dz$i#j̄), such that at the quantum

level,

[Q, Tzz] = !z(Rij̄Dz$
i#j̄). (2.32)

Notice that the term on the RHS of (2.32) cannot be eliminated through the equations of

motion of the theory; neither can we modify Tzz (by subtracting a total derivative term)

such that it continues to be Q-invariant. Thus, in a “massive” model where Rij̄ #= 0, Tzz

indeed vanishes in Q-cohomology at the quantum level. Moreover, because (2.32) involves

the Ricci tensor of X, this vanishing of Tzz in Q-cohomology can be interpreted as an e!ect

that is associated with the one-loop beta function of the sigma model. In fact, (2.32) is just

a gauged generalization of a well-known result for the ordinary twisted (0, 2) sigma model.

In §4.7, we will examine more closely, from a di!erent point of view, the corrections to the

action of Q in a “massive” model; there, (2.32) will appear in a di!erent guise such that one

can interpret it in terms of holomorphic data.

At any rate, (2.32) implies that for a “massive” model, operators do not remain in the

Q-cohomology after general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the worldsheet, i.e.,

the model is not conformal at the level of the Q-cohomology. Nevertheless, since [Q, L"1] = 0,

the operators remain in the Q-cohomology after global translations on the worldsheet. In

addition, notice that since Q is a scalar with spin zero in the gauged twisted model, we

ought to have [S,Q] = 0, where the spin operator S = L0 ! L̄0; with the condition that

3Since perturbative quantum corrections can only annihilate cohomology classes and not create them, Tzz̄

must remain trivial in Q-cohomology, i.e., even though Tzz̄ may no longer be zero, it would still be Q-exact.
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classical observations made above continue to hold true. On the other hand, in the “massive

models” where c1(X) != 0, there is no way to set !1!loop to zero. Conformal invariance is

necessarily lost, and there is nontrivial RG running. However, one can continue to express

Tz̄z̄ as {Q+, . . . }, i.e., it remains Q+-exact, and thus continues to vanish in Q+-cohomology.

Hence, the above observations about the holomorphic nature of the local operators having

dimension (n, 0) continue to hold in the quantum theory.

We would also like to bring to the reader’s attention another important feature of the

Q+-cohomology at the quantum level. Recall that classically, we had [Q+, Tzz] = 0 via the

classical equations of motion. Notice that the classical expression for Tzz is not modified

at the quantum level (at least up to one-loop), since even in the non-Calabi-Yau case, the

additional term of !1!loop in the quantum action does not contribute to Tzz. However, due

to one-loop corrections to the action of Q+, we have, at the quantum level

[Q+, Tzz] = !z(Rij̄!z"
i#j̄) + . . . (3.6)

(where ‘. . . ’ is also a partial derivative of some terms with respect to z). Note that the

term on the RHS of (3.6) cannot be eliminated through the equations of motion in the

quantum theory. Neither can we modify Tzz (by subtracting a total derivative term) such

that it continues to be Q+-invariant. This implies that in a ‘massive’ model, operators

do not remain in the Q+-cohomology after general holomorphic coordinate transformations

on the worldsheet, i.e., the model is not conformal at the level of the Q+-cohomology.5

However, Tzz continues to be holomorphic in z up to Q+-trivial terms; from the conservation

of the stress tensor, we have !z̄Tzz = "!zTzz̄, and Tzz̄, while no longer zero, is now given

by Tzz̄ = {Q+, Gzz̄} for some Gzz̄, i.e., !zTzz̄ continues to be Q+-exact, and !z̄Tzz # 0

in Q+-cohomology. The holomorphy of Tzz, together with the relation (3.6), has further

implications for the Q+-cohomology of local operators; by a Laurent expansion of Tzz,6 one

can use (3.6) to show that [Q+, L!1] = 0. This means that operators remain in the Q+-

cohomology after global translations on the worldsheet. In addition, recall that Q+ is a

scalar with spin zero in the twisted model. As shown few paragraphs before, we have the

condition L̄0 = 0. Let the spin be S, where S = L0 " L̄0. Therefore, [Q+, S] = 0 implies

that [Q+, L0] = 0. In other words, operators remain in the Q+-cohomology after global

dilatations of the worldsheet coordinates.
5In section 5.7, we will examine more closely, from a di!erent point of view, the one-loop correction to

the action of Q+ associated with the beta-function, where (3.6) will appear in a di!erent guise.
6Since we are working modulo Q+-trivial operators, it su"ces for Tzz to be holomorphic up to Q+-trival

terms before an expansion in terms Laurent coe"cients is permitted.
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be a fermionic operator with dimension (2, 0) and q = 1. In order to determine the explicit

form of U , first note that from the conservation of the stress tensor, we have !z̄Tzz = !!zTzz̄.

Since Tzz̄ in the quantum theory, while it may no longer be zero, would still be of the form

Tzz̄ = {Q, Gzz̄} for some fermionic operator Gzz̄,3 for all our purposes, we can regard !zTzz̄
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dz U = 0; in other words, we ought to have U = !z(. . . ). Third,

note that sigma model perturbation theory is local in X and depends on an expansion of

the metric tensor in a Taylor series up to some given order; i.e., corrections to the action

of Q can be constructed locally from the metric of X appearing in the action. An example

of such a correction is immediately provided by the Ricci tensor Rij̄ of X. Fourth, recall

that #j̄, like Q, has q = 1. And lastly, recall that all derivatives of fields must be covariant.

Altogether, this means that one can write U = !z(Rij̄Dz$i#j̄), such that at the quantum

level,

[Q, Tzz] = !z(Rij̄Dz$
i#j̄). (2.32)

Notice that the term on the RHS of (2.32) cannot be eliminated through the equations of

motion of the theory; neither can we modify Tzz (by subtracting a total derivative term)

such that it continues to be Q-invariant. Thus, in a “massive” model where Rij̄ #= 0, Tzz

indeed vanishes in Q-cohomology at the quantum level. Moreover, because (2.32) involves

the Ricci tensor of X, this vanishing of Tzz in Q-cohomology can be interpreted as an e!ect

that is associated with the one-loop beta function of the sigma model. In fact, (2.32) is just

a gauged generalization of a well-known result for the ordinary twisted (0, 2) sigma model.

In §4.7, we will examine more closely, from a di!erent point of view, the corrections to the

action of Q in a “massive” model; there, (2.32) will appear in a di!erent guise such that one

can interpret it in terms of holomorphic data.

At any rate, (2.32) implies that for a “massive” model, operators do not remain in the

Q-cohomology after general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the worldsheet, i.e.,

the model is not conformal at the level of the Q-cohomology. Nevertheless, since [Q, L"1] = 0,

the operators remain in the Q-cohomology after global translations on the worldsheet. In

addition, notice that since Q is a scalar with spin zero in the gauged twisted model, we

ought to have [S,Q] = 0, where the spin operator S = L0 ! L̄0; with the condition that

3Since perturbative quantum corrections can only annihilate cohomology classes and not create them, Tzz̄

must remain trivial in Q-cohomology, i.e., even though Tzz̄ may no longer be zero, it would still be Q-exact.
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L̄0 = 0 in Q-cohomology, [S,Q] = 0 would imply that [Q, L0] = 0; i.e., operators remain in

the Q-cohomology after global dilatations of the worldsheet coordinates.

One can also make the following observations about the correlation functions of these

local operators. Firstly, note that !{Q, W ]" = 0 for any operator W , and recall that for

any local physical operator O!, we have {Q,O!] = 0. As the !z̄ operator on ! is given by

L̄!1 =
!

dz̄ Tz̄z̄, where Tz̄z̄ = {Q, . . . }, we find that !z̄ !O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)" is given by
!

dz̄ !{Q, . . . } O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)" =
!

dz̄ !{Q, · · ·
"

i Oi(zi)]" = 0, i.e., the correlation

functions always vary holomorphically with z. Secondly, Tzz̄ = {Q, Gzz̄} for some Gzz̄ in

the quantum theory. Thus, the variation of the correlation functions due to a change in the

scale of ! will be given by !O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs){Q, Gzz̄}" = !{Q,
"

i Oi(zi) ·Gzz̄]" = 0,

i.e., the correlation functions of local physical operators will continue to be invariant under

arbitrary scalings of !. In other words, the correlation functions are always independent of

the Kähler structure on ! and depend only on its complex structure.

A Holomorphic Chiral Algebra A
Let O(z) and #O(z") be two Q-closed operators such that their product is Q-closed as

well. Now, consider their operator product expansion or OPE:

O(z) #O(z") #
$

k

fk(z $ z")Ok(z
"). (2.33)

Here, the explicit form of the coe"cients fk must be such that the scaling dimensions and

q-charges of the operators agree on both sides of the OPE. In general, fk is not holomorphic

in z. However, if we work modulo Q-exact operators in passing to the Q-cohomology, the

fk’s which are non-holomorphic and are thus not annihilated by !/!z̄, drop out from the

OPE because they multiply operators Ok which are Q-exact. This is true because !/!z̄ acts

on the LHS of (2.33) to give terms which are cohomologically trivial.4 In other words, we

can take the fk’s to be holomorphic coe"cients in studying the Q-cohomology. Thus, the

OPE of (2.33) has a holomorphic structure.

In summary, we have established that the Q-cohomology of holomorphic local opera-

tors has a natural structure of a holomorphic chiral algebra (as defined in the mathematical

literature) which we shall henceforth call A. It is always preserved under global translations

and dilatations, though (unlike the usual physical notion of a chiral algebra) it may not

be preserved under general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the Riemann surface

4Since {Q,O] = 0, we have !z̄O(z) = {Q, V (z)] for some operator V (z), as argued before. Hence
!z̄O(z) · #O(z!) = {Q, V (z) #O(z!)].
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k

fk(z $ z")Ok(z
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in which the explicit form of the coe"cients fk must be such that the scaling dimensions

and U(1)L % U(1)R charges of the operators agree on both sides of the OPE. In general,

fk is not holomorphic in z. However, if we work modulo Q+-exact operators in passing
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literature) which we shall henceforth call A; it is always preserved under global translations

and dilatations, though (unlike the usual physical notion of a chiral algebra) it may not

be preserved under general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the Riemann surface

!. Likewise, the OPE’s of the chiral algebra of local operators obey the usual relations of

7Since {Q+,O} = 0, we have !z̄O = {Q+, V (z)} for some V (z), as argued before. Hence !z̄O(z) · %O(z!) =

{Q+, V (z) %O(z!)}.
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be preserved under general holomorphic coordinate transformations on the Riemann surface

4Since {Q,O] = 0, we have !z̄O(z) = {Q, V (z)] for some operator V (z), as argued before. Hence
!z̄O(z) · #O(z!) = {Q, V (z) #O(z!)].
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One can also make the following observations about the correlation functions of these

local operators. Firstly, note that
!
{Q+, W}

"
= 0 for any W , and recall that for any lo-

cal physical operator O!, we have {Q+,O!} = 0. Since the !z̄ operator on ! is given by

L̄!1 =
#

dz̄ Tz̄z̄, where Tz̄z̄ = {Q+, . . . }, we find that !z̄ !O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)" is given by
#

dz̄
!
{Q+, . . . } O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs)

"
=

#
dz̄

!
{Q+, · · ·

$
i Oi(zi)}

"
= 0. Thus, the corre-

lation functions are always holomorphic in z. Secondly, Tzz̄ = {Q+, Gzz̄} for some Gzz̄ in the

‘massive’ models. Hence, the variation of the correlation functions due to a change in the

scale of ! will be given by
!
O1(z1)O2(z2) . . .Os(zs){Q+, Gzz̄}

"
=

!
{Q+,

$
i Oi(zi) · Gzz̄}

"
=

0. In other words, the correlation functions of local physical operators will continue to be in-

variant under arbitrary scalings of !. Thus, the correlation functions are always independent

of the Kähler structure on ! and depend only on its complex structure.

A Holomorphic Chiral Algebra A

Let O(z) and %O(z") be two Q+-closed operators such that their product is Q+-closed

as well. Now, consider their operator product expansion or OPE:

O(z) %O(z") #
&

k

fk(z $ z")Ok(z
"), (3.7)

in which the explicit form of the coe"cients fk must be such that the scaling dimensions

and U(1)L % U(1)R charges of the operators agree on both sides of the OPE. In general,

fk is not holomorphic in z. However, if we work modulo Q+-exact operators in passing

to the Q+-cohomology, the fk’s which are non-holomorphic and are thus not annihilated

by !/!z̄, drop out from the OPE because they multiply operators Ok which are Q+-exact.

This is true because !/!z̄ acts on the LHS of (3.7) to give terms which are cohomologically
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!. Likewise, the OPE’s of the chiral algebra of local operators obey the usual relations of

7Since {Q+,O} = 0, we have !z̄O = {Q+, V (z)} for some V (z), as argued before. Hence !z̄O(z) · %O(z!) =

{Q+, V (z) %O(z!)}.
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can be expressed in terms of the other fields and their corresponding derivatives. Therefore,

a chiral (or Q-invariant) operator which represents a Q-cohomology class can be written as

F(!i, "z!
i, "2

z!
i, . . . ; !ī, "z!

ī, "2
z!

ī, . . . ; Aa
z , "zA

a
z , "

2
zA

a
z . . . ; #ī), (4.1)

where we have tried to indicate that F might depend on z-derivatives of !i, !ī and Aa
z of

arbitrarily high order, though not on derivatives of #ī. If the scaling dimension of F is

bounded, it will mean that F (i) depends only on the derivatives of fields up to some finite

order, (ii) is a polynomial of bounded degree in those, and/or (iii) is a bounded polynomial

in Aa
z . Notice that F will always be a polynomial of finite degree in #ī; this is because

#ī is fermionic whence (#j̄)2 = 0. However, the dependence of F on !i, !ī (as opposed to

their derivatives) need not have any simple form. Nevertheless, we can make the following

observation: from the U(1)R-charges of the fields listed below (2.27), we see that if F is

homogeneous of degree k in #ī, then it has q = k.

A general q = k operator F(!i, "z!i, "2
z!

i, . . . ; !ī, "z!ī, "2
z!

ī, . . . ; Aa
z , "zAa

z , "
2
zA

a
z . . . ; #ī)

can be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on X with values in a certain sum of vector bundles.

In order to illustrate the general idea behind this interpretation, let us consider some ex-

plicit examples of operators of dimension (0, 0) and (1, 0). For dimension (0, 0), the most

general operator is F(!i, !ī; #j̄) = fj̄1,...,j̄k
(!i, !ī)#j̄i . . . #j̄k ; i.e., F may depend on !i and

!ī but not on their derivatives, and is kth order in #j̄. Since the #j̄’s anticommute, one

may map #j̄ to d!j̄ whence such an operator would correspond to an ordinary (0, k)-form

fj̄1,...,j̄k
(!i, !ī)d!j̄1 . . . d!j̄k on X. For dimension (1, 0), there are two general cases. In the

first case, we have an operator F(!l, !l̄; "z!i; Aa
z ; #

j̄) = fi,j̄1,...,j̄k
(!l, !l̄)Dz!i#j̄1 . . . #j̄k that

is linear in "z!i and Aa
z , and does not depend on any other derivatives. Notice that

it can also be written as F = F1 + F2, where F1 = fi,j̄1,...,j̄k
(!l, !l̄)"z!i#j̄1 . . . #j̄k and

F2 = fa,j̄1,...,j̄k
(V l, !l, !l̄)Aa

z#
j̄1 . . . #j̄k . Clearly, F1 can be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on

X with values in the holomorphic cotangent bundle T !X; alternatively, it can be interpreted

as a (1, k)-form on X. On the other hand, F2 can be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on X

with values in the bundle E! of rank r = dim g, where the local sections of the dual bundle

E are spanned by Aa
z . In the second case, we have an operator F(!l, !l̄; "z!s̄; Aa

z ; #
j̄) =

f i
j̄1,...,j̄k

(!l, !l̄)gis̄Dz!s̄#j̄i . . . #j̄k that is linear in "z!s̄, and Aa
z and does not depend on any

other derivatives. It can also be written as F = F1+F2, where F1 = f i
j̄1,...,j̄k

(!l, !l̄)gis̄"z!s̄#j̄i

. . . #j̄k and F2 = fa,j̄1,...,j̄k
(Vl, !l, !l̄)Aa

z#
j̄i . . . #j̄k . Clearly, F1 can be interpreted as a (0, k)-

form on X with values in the holomorphic tangent bundle TX. On the other hand, F2 can

be interpreted as a (0, k)-form on X with values in the bundle E!. One can go on to show, in
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Sheaf  of  Perturbative Observables 

-  Generally, the local operator is not invariant under 
gauge transformations.  

-  Nevertheless, the transformed operator remains Q-
closed, and its U(1) R-charge is the same as before. 

-  Can interpret a gauge transformation as a change in 
the basis of the space of operators. (Will be able to 
see this in the supersymmetric gauged quantum 
mechanics picture too) 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Topological Chiral Ring 

of operators has the structure of a chiral algebra with holomorphic operator product expan-

sions. Let the local operators of the Q+-cohomology be given by Fa, Fb, . . . with scaling

dimensions (ha, 0), (hb, 0), . . . . By holomorphy, and the conservation of scaling dimensions

and U(1)L ! U(1)R charges, the OPE of these operators take the form

Fa(z)Fb(z
!) =

!

qc=qa+qb

Cabc Fc(z!)

(z " z!)ha+hb"hc
, (5.2)

where we have represented the U(1)L ! U(1)R charges (qL, qR) of the operators Fa, Fb

and Fc by qa, qb and qc for brevity of notation. Here, Cabc is a structure constant that is

(anti)symmetric in the indices. If "Fa and "Fb are ground operators of dimension (0, 0), i.e.,

ha = hb = 0, the OPE will then be given by

"Fa(z) "Fb(z
!) =

!

qc=qa+qb

Cabc Fc(z!)

(z " z!)"hc
. (5.3)

Notice that the RHS of (5.3) is only singular if hc < 0. Also recall that all physical operators

in the Q+-cohomology cannot have negative scaling dimension, i.e., hc # 0.18 Hence, the

RHS of (5.3), given by (z"z!)hcFc(z!), is non-singular as z $ z!, since a pole does not exist.

Note that (z " z!)hcFc(z!) must also be annihilated by Q+ and be in its cohomology, since
"Fa and "Fb are. In other words, we can write "Fc(z, z!) = (z " z!)hcFc(z!), where "Fc(z, z!) is a

dimension (0, 0) operator that represents a Q+-cohomology class. Thus, we can express the

OPE of the ground operators as

"Fa(z) "Fb(z
!) =

!

qc=qa+qb

Cabc
"Fc(z, z

!). (5.4)

Since the only holomorphic functions without a pole on a Riemann surface are constants,

it will mean that the operators "F are independent of the coordinate ‘z’ on !. Hence, they

are completely independent of their insertion points and the metric on !. Therefore, we

conclude that the ground operators of the Q+-cohomology define a topological chiral ring via

their OPE

"Fa
"Fb =

!

qc=qa+qb

Cabc
"Fc. (5.5)

18As mentioned in the footnote 4, for an operator of classical dimension (n, m), anomalous dimensions
due to RG flow may shift the values of n and m in the quantum theory. However, the spin n " m remains
unchanged. Hence, since the operators in the Q+-cohomology of the quantum theory will continue to have
m = 0 (due to a Q+-trivial anti-holomorphic stress tensor Tz̄z̄ at the quantum level), the value of n is
unchanged as we go from the classical to the quantum theory, i.e., n # 0 holds even at the quantum level.
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Topological Chiral Ring 

-  Operators in the ring are generally not gauge-
invariant.  

 
-  However, grading by conformal dimension and U(1) 

R-charge is preserved. Thus, ring structure is well-
defined. 

 
-  But for chiral ring to be unambiguously-defined, must 

consider only gauge-invariant local operators.  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sheaf  of  Chiral Algebras 

-  Can express local operators as elements of the Cech-
cohomology group generated by the sheaf of chiral 
algebra     : 

-  Approach is to treat Q as the co-boundary operator in 
Cech-cohomology.  

-  Important points to note during formulation 

 
Via Cech-Dolbeault isomorphism 

[Q+, fc] vanishes wherever Cac is not defined. Clearly, F1,a has qR = 1, since Cac has qR = 0

and Q+ has qR = 1. Moreover, since F1,a is a chiral operator defined in Ua, it will mean

that {Q+,F1,a} = 0 over Ua. For any a and b, we have F1,a ! F1,b =
!

c[Q+, fc](Cac ! Cbc).

Using (5.6), this is
!

c[Q+, fc]Cab = [Q+,
!

c fc]Cab. This vanishes since
!

c fc = 1. Hence,

F1,a = F1,b on Ua"Ub, for all a and b. In other words, we have found a globally-defined qR = 1

operator F1 that obeys {Q+,F1} = 0 on X. Notice that F1,a and thus F1 is not defined to

be of the form {Q+, . . . }. Therefore, we have obtained a map from the Cech cohomology

group H1(X, "A) to the Q+-cohomology group with qR = 1, i.e., Q+-closed qR = 1 operators

modulo those that can be globally written as {Q+, . . .}. The fact that this map is an inverse

of the first map can indeed be verified.

Since there is nothing unique about the qR = 1 case, we can repeat the above procedure

for operators with qR > 1. In doing so, we find that the Q+-cohomology coincides with the

Cech cohomology of "A for all qR. Hence, the chiral algebra A of the twisted heterotic sigma

model will be given by
#

qR
HqR

Cech(X, "A) as a vector space. As there will be no ambiguity,

we shall henceforth omit the label “Cech” when referring to the cohomology of "A.

Note that in the mathematical literature, the sheaf "A, also known as a sheaf of vertex

superalgebras, is studied purely from the Cech viewpoint; the field !ī is omitted and locally

on X, one considers operators constructed only from "i, "ī, #a, #a
z and their z-derivatives.

The chiral algebra A of Q+-cohomology classes with positive qR are correspondingly con-

structed as Cech qR-cocycles. However, in the physical description via a Lagrangian and Q+

operator, the sheaf "A and its cohomology are given a $̄-like description, where Cech qR-cycles

are represented by operators that are qth
R order in the field !ī. Notice that the mathematical

description does not involve any form of perturbation theory at all. Instead, it utilises the

abstraction of Cech cohomology to define the spectrum of operators in the quantum sigma

model. It is in this sense that the study of the sigma model is given a rigorous foundation

in the mathematical literature.

The Constraint !rE #= KX

In a physical heterotic string compactification on a gauge bundle E over a space X, the

charged massless RR states are represented (in the perturbative limit, ignoring worldsheet

instantons) by classes in the Cech cohomology group [32]

Hq(X, !pE), (5.8)

and the corresponding vertex operators representing these states contain p left-moving and
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a “sheaf of chiral algebras”. We shall call this sheaf !A.

Description of A via Cech Cohomology

In perturbation theory, one can also describe the Q+-cohomology classes by a form of

Cech cohomology. This alternative description will take us to the mathematical point of

view on the subject [3, 1, 6]. In essence, we will show that the chiral algebra A of the Q+-

cohomology classses of the twisted heterotic sigma model on a holomorphic vector bundle E

over X, can be represented, in perturbation theory, by the classes of the Cech cohomology

of the sheaf !A of locally-defined chiral operators. To this end, we shall generalise the ar-

gument in section 3.2 which provides a Cech cohomological description of a !̄-cohomology,

to demonstrate an isomorphism between the Q+-cohomology classes and the classes of the

Cech cohomology of !A.

Let us start by considering an open set U ! X that is isomorphic to a contractible

space such as an open ball in Cn, where n = dimC(X). Because U is a contractible space,

any bundle over U will be trivial. By applying this statement on the holomorphic vector

bundle E over U , we find that the curvature of E vanishes. From the discussion in section

5.1, we find that Q+ will then act as the !̄ operator on any local operator F in U . In other

words, F can be interpreted as a !̄-closed (0, k)-form with values in a certain tensor product

bundle !F over U . Thus, in the absence of perturbative corrections at the classical level, any

operator F in the Q+-cohomology will be classes of H0,k
!̄

(U, !F ) on U . As explained, !F will

also be a trivial bundle over U , which means that !F will always possess a global section, i.e.,

it corresponds to a soft sheaf. Since the higher Cech cohomologies of a soft sheaf are trivial

[31], we will have Hk
Cech(U, !F ) = 0 for k > 0. Mapping this back to Dolbeault cohomology

via the Cech-Dolbeault isomorphism, we find that H0,k
!̄

(U, !F ) = 0 for k > 0. Note that small

quantum corrections in the perturbative limit can only annihilate cohomology classes and

not create them. Hence, in perturbation theory, it follows that the local operators F with

positive values of qR, must vanish in Q+-cohomology on U .

Now consider a good cover of X by open sets {Ua}. Since the intersection of open sets

{Ua} also give open sets (isomorphic to open balls in Cn), {Ua} and all of their intersections

have the same property as U described above: !̄-cohomology and hence Q+-cohomology

vanishes for positive values of qR on {Ua} and their intersections.

Let the operator F1 on X be a Q+-cohomology class with qR = 1. It is here that

we shall import the usual arguments relating a !̄ and Cech cohomology, to demonstrate an

isomorphism between the Q+-cohomology and a Cech cohomology. When restricted to an

open set Ua, the operator F1 must be trivial in Q+-cohomology, i.e., F1 = {Q+, Ca}, where
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cohomology over U.  

 

-  Can run derivation backwards using partition of unity 
subordinates approach that is standard in algebraic 
geometry.    

of chiral algebras”. We will call this sheaf !A.

Description of A Via Čech Cohomology

In the perturbative theory, one can also describe the Q-cohomology classes by a form

of Čech cohomology. In essence, we will show that the chiral algebra A of Q-cohomology

classses of the gauged twisted (0, 2) sigma model on X, can be described by the classes of

the Čech cohomology of the sheaf !A of locally-defined chiral operators. To this end, we

shall generalize the argument in §2.3 – which provides a Čech cohomological description of a

!̄-cohomology – to demonstrate an isomorphism between the Q-cohomology classes and the

classes of the Čech cohomology of !A.

Let us start by considering a contractible open set U ! X that is homeomorphic to an

open ball in Cn, where n = dimC(X). As explained at the start of §2.3, the Q-cohomology

is independent of metric deformations of X. Hence, let us, for convenience, pick a metric on

U whereby "k̄V
ī
a = 0. Then, according to our discussion in §4.1, Q will act classically as the

!̄ operator on any local operator F in U . In other words, F can be interpreted as a !̄-closed

(0, k)-form with values in a certain vector bundle !F over U ; or rather, in the absence of

perturbative corrections at the classical level, any operator F in the Q-cohomology will be

a class of H0,k
!̄

(U, !F ) on U . Since U is contractible, !F will be a trivial bundle over U . This

means that !F will always possess a global section, i.e., it corresponds to a soft sheaf. Since

the higher Čech cohomologies of a soft sheaf are trivial [37], we will have Hk
Čech

(U, !F ) = 0 for

k > 0. Mapping this back to Dolbeault cohomology via the Čech-Dolbeault isomorphism,

we find that H0,k
!̄

(U, !F ) = 0 for k > 0. Recalling that small quantum corrections in the

perturbative limit can only annihilate cohomology classes and not create them, we conclude

that local operators F with q > 0 will necessarily vanish in Q-cohomology on U .

Now consider a good cover of X by open sets {Ue}. Since the intersection of open
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where Ce is an operator of q = 0 that is well-defined in Ue.

Now, since Q-cohomology classes such as F1 – albeit locally-defined on ! – can be

globally-defined on X, we have F1 = [Q, Ce] = [Q, Cf ] over the intersection Ue # Uf , so
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33[Q, Ce ! Cf ] = 0. Let Cef = Ce ! Cf , where Cef is defined in Ue " Uf . Then, [Q, Cef ] = 0, and

over any triple intersection Ue " Uf " Ug, we have

Cef = !Cfe, Cef + Cfg + Cge = 0. (4.7)

Moreover, for (q = 0) operators Ke and Kf whereby [Q,Ke] = [Q,Kf ] = 0, we have an

equivalence relation

Cef # C!
ef = Cef +Ke !Kf . (4.8)

Note that since [Q, Cef ] = 0 and Cef $= {Q, . . . ], the collection {Cef} are operators in the

Q-cohomology with well-defined operator product expansions, and whose dimension (0, 0)

subset furnishes a topological chiral ring with q = 0.

Since the local operators with q > 0 vanish in Q-cohomology on an arbitrary open set

U , the sheaf !A of the chiral algebra of operators has for its local sections the !ī-independent

(i.e., q = 0) operators !F("i, #z"i, . . . ; "ī, #z"ī, . . . ; Aa
z , #zAa

z , . . . ) that are annihilated by Q.

Each Cef with q = 0 is thus a section of !A over the intersection Ue " Uf . From (4.7) and

(4.8), we see that the collection {Cef} defines the elements of the first Čech cohomology

group H1
Čech

(X, !A).

Recall that the Q-cohomology classes are defined as those operators which are Q-closed,

modulo those which can be globally written as {Q, . . . ] on X. In other words, F1 vanishes

in Q-cohomology if we can write it as F1 = [Q, Ce] = [Q, Cf ] = [Q, C], i.e., Ce = Cf and hence

Cef = 0. Therefore, a vanishing Q-cohomology with q = 1 corresponds to a vanishing first

Čech cohomology. Thus, we have obtained a map from the Q-cohomology with q = 1 to a

first Čech cohomology.

Similar to the case of relating a #̄- and Čech cohomology, one can also run everything

backwards and construct an inverse of this map. Suppose we are given a family {Cef} of

sections of !A over the corresponding intersections {Ue " Uf}, and they obey (4.7) and (4.8)

so that they define the elements of H1
Čech

(X, !A). We can then proceed as follows. Let the

set {fa} be partition of unity subordinates to the open cover of X provided by {Ue}. This

means that the elements of {fe} are continuous functions on X, and they vanish outside

the corresponding elements in {Ue} whilst obeying
"

e fe = 1. Let F1,e be a chiral operator

defined in Ue by F1,e =
"

g[Q, fg]Ceg.12 F1,e is well-defined throughout Ue, since in Ue, [Q, fg]

vanishes wherever Ceg is not defined. Clearly, F1,e has q = 1, since Ceg has q = 0 and Q has

q = 1. Moreover, since F1,e is a chiral operator defined in Ue, it will mean that {Q,F1,e} = 0

12Normal ordering of the operator product of [Q, fc(!i, !ī)] with Cef is needed for regularization purposes.
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g[Q, fg]Ceg.12 F1,e is well-defined throughout Ue, since in Ue, [Q, fg]

vanishes wherever Ceg is not defined. Clearly, F1,e has q = 1, since Ceg has q = 0 and Q has

q = 1. Moreover, since F1,e is a chiral operator defined in Ue, it will mean that {Q,F1,e} = 0

12Normal ordering of the operator product of [Q, fc(!i, !ī)] with Cef is needed for regularization purposes.
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Relation to Perturbed βγ System 

  We next study the model with abelian subgroup T of G 
on a local patch U of the target space X 

 
  

 
Let  
 
 
then the fields obey the standard OPE 

 
  

 

theory is the twisted heterotic sigma model, is holomorphic. The local sections of !A are just

given by the operators in the Q+-cohomology of the local, twisted heterotic sigma model

with action (5.11).

Let us set !i = "ij̄#z$j̄ and %i = $i, whereby !i and %i are bosonic operators of dimension

(1, 0) and (0, 0) respectively. Next, let us set "ab̄&
b̄ = ca and &a

z = ba, whereby ba and ca are

fermionic operators of dimension (1, 0) and (0, 0) accordingly. Then, the Q+-cohomology of

operators regular in U can be represented by arbitrary local functions of !, %, b and c, of

the form !F(%, #z%, #2
z%, . . . , !, #z!, #2

z!, . . . , c, #zc, #2
zc, . . . , b, #zb, #2

zb, . . . ). The operators !

and % have the operator products of a standard !% system. The products ! · ! and % · % are

non-singular, while

!i(z)%j(z!) = !
"j
i

z ! z!
+ regular. (5.12)

Similarly, the operators b and c have the operator products of a standard bc system.

The products b · b and c · c are non-singular, while

ba(z)cb(z
!) =

"a
b

z ! z!
+ regular. (5.13)

These statements can be deduced from the flat action (5.11) by standard field theory meth-

ods. We can write down an action for the fields !, %, b and c, regarded as free elementary

fields, which reproduces these OPE’s. It is simply the following action of a bc-!% system:

Ibc-!" =
1

2'

"

!

|d2z|

#
$

i

!i#z̄%
i +

$

a

ba#z̄ca

%

. (5.14)

Hence, we find that the local bc-!% system above reproduces the Q+-cohomology of (ī-

independent operators of the sigma model on U and their appropriate OPE’s, i.e., the local

sections of the sheaf !A.

At this juncture, one can make another important observation concerning the rela-

tionship between the local twisted heterotic sigma model with action (5.11) and the local

version of the bc-!% system of (5.14). To begin with, note that the holomorphic stress tensor
!T (z) = !2'Tzz of the local, free field sigma model is given by

!T (z) = !"ij̄#z$
j̄#z$

i ! &a
z#z&a (5.15)

(Here and below, normal ordering is understood for !T (z)). Via the respective identification

of the fields ! and % with #z$ and $, &a and &a
z with ca and ba, we find that !T (z) can be
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before, we assume that U is homeomorphic to an open ball in Cn and is thus contractible.

Now notice from Sgauged in (2.25) and V in (2.26), that the hermitian metric on X only

appears inside a term of the form {Q, . . . } in the action. Thus, any shift in the metric will

also appear inside Q-exact (i.e., Q-trivial) terms. Consequently, for our present purposes, we

can arbitrarily redefine the values of the hermitian metric on X, since they do not a!ect the

analysis of the Q-cohomology. Therefore, to describe the local structure, we can conveniently

pick a hermitian metric that is flat when restricted to U . The action, in general, also contains

terms derived from an element of H1(X, "2,cl
X,T ), as we explained in §2.3. However, from (2.34),

we see that these terms are also Q-exact and therefore, can be discarded in analyzing the

local structure in U . Thus, noting that !kV i
a = !k̄V

ī
a = 0 (whence (2.24) is trivially satisfied)

since the gauge group T is abelian,13 one can write the local action (derived from the flat

hermitian metric) of the abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model on U as

I =
1

2"

!

!

|d2z|
"

i,j̄,a,b

#ij̄

#
!z$

j̄!z̄$
i + %i

z̄!z%
j̄
$

+ #ij̄

#
!z̄$

iAa
zV

j̄
a ! Aa

z̄V
i
a!z$

j̄ ! Aa
z̄V

i
aAb

zV
j̄
b

$
.

(4.9)

From (4.9), we have, from the equation of motions, the constraints !z̄(!z$j̄) = !(!z̄Aa
z)V

j̄
a

and !z̄(!z$i) = (!zAa
z̄)V

i
a . These constraints will be satisfied if !z$j̄, Aa

z and !z$i vary

holomorphically with z, while Aa
z̄ varies antiholomorphically with z̄. Then, via integration

by parts, and the holomorphy and antiholomorphy of Aa
z and Aa

z̄ , one can simplify (4.9) to

I =
1

2"

!

!

|d2z|
"

i,j̄,a,b

#ij̄

#
!z$

j̄!z̄$
i + %i

z̄!z%
j̄ ! Aa

z̄V
i
aAb

zV
j̄
b

$
. (4.10)

Now, let us describe the Q-cohomology classes of operators regular in U . As explained

earlier, these are operators of dimension (n, 0) which vary holomorphically with z and are

independent of %ī. Such operators are of the form %F($i, !z$i, . . . ; $ī, !z$ī, . . . ; Aa
z , !zAa

z , . . . ).

Note that because "k̄V
ī
a = 0 over U (since the Levi-connection #ī

j̄k̄
vanishes for a flat metric

on U , in addition to having the condition !k̄V
ī
a = 0), from our discussion in §4.1, we find

that Q will act as the !̄ operator at the classical level. In this case, the Q operator may

receive perturbative corrections from !̄-cohomology classes such as the Ricci tensor and

13As the gauge group T is abelian, the structure constants fab
c must vanish for all a, b, c = 1, 2, . . . , d,

where d is the dimension of the group. From (2.15) and (2.16), we then have the conditions V j
a !jV i

b = V j
b !jV i

a

and V j̄
a !j̄V

ī
b = V j̄

b !j̄V
ī
a . Since the nonzero vector fields that generate the abelian action on X are linearly-

independent in all indices, i.e., V i
a #= V j

a , V ī
a #= V j̄

a , V j
a #= V j

b and V j̄
a #= V j̄

b , these conditions will be met by
!kV l

c = !k̄V l̄
c = 0 for any component.
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Relation to the Perturbedβγ Systems 

Since on a local patch, we have fermion-free operators  
 
 
 
the model which describes them is a free, perturbed βγ 
system: 
 

 
so we have 

 
 

classes in H1(X, !2,cl
X,T ). However, note that since we have picked a flat hermitian metric

on U , the corresponding Ricci tensor on U is zero. Moreover, as explained above, classes

from H1(X, !2,cl
X,T ) do not contribute when analyzing the Q-cohomology on U . Hence, we

can ignore the perturbative corrections to Q in our present discussion. Therefore, on the

classes of operators in U , Q acts as !̄ = "ī!/!#ī, and the condition that !F is annihilated

by Q is precisely that, as a function of #i, #ī, Aa
z and their z-derivatives, it is independent

of #ī (as opposed to its derivatives) and depends only on the other variables #i and Aa
z ,

and the derivatives of #i, #ī and Aa
z .

14 Hence, the Q-invariant operators are of the form
!F(#i, !z#i, . . . ; !z#ī, !2

z#
ī, . . . ; Aa

z , !zAa
z , !

2
zA

a
z , . . . ). In other words, the operators, in their

dependence on the center of mass coordinate of the string whose worldsheet theory is the

abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model, is holomorphic. The local sections of !A are just given

by the operators in the Q-cohomology of the local abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model with

action (4.10).

Let us set $i = %ij̄!z#j̄ and &i = #i, where $i and &i are bosonic operators of dimension

(1, 0) and (0, 0), respectively. Then, the Q-cohomology of operators regular in U can be repre-

sented by arbitrary local functions of $, & and Aa
z of the form !F(&, !z&, !2

z&, . . . , $, !z$, !2
z$, . . .

Aa
z , !zAa

z , !
2
zA

a
z , . . . ). From the flat action (4.10), one can deduce, via standard methods in

quantum field theory, that the operator products Aa
z · $ and Aa

z · & are trivial;15 on the other

hand, $ and & have the operator products of a standard $& system; the products $ · $ and

& · & are nonsingular, while

$i(z)&j(z!) = ! %ij

z ! z! + regular. (4.11)

We can write down an action for the fields $, & and Aa
z , regarded as free elementary fields,

which reproduces these OPE’s. It is simply the following action of a perturbed version of a

free $& system:

I!" =
1

2'

"
|d2z|

#

i,a,b

$
$i!z̄&

i ! Aa
z̄V

i
aAb

zVib

%
. (4.12)

Hence, we find that the perturbed free $& system above reproduces the Q-cohomology of "ī-

independent operators of the abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model on U , i.e., the local sections

of the sheaf !A.

14We can again ignore the action of Q on z-derivatives of !ī because of the equation of motion "z#ī = 0
and the symmetry transformation law $!ī = #ī.

15Note that the V i
a ’s and V ī

a ’s are, in the abelian case at hand, independent of the !i and !ī fields. Hence,
there are no nontrivial propagators arising from their presence in the action (4.10).
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abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model, is holomorphic. The local sections of !A are just given

by the operators in the Q-cohomology of the local abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model with

action (4.10).
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quantum field theory, that the operator products Aa
z · $ and Aa

z · & are trivial;15 on the other

hand, $ and & have the operator products of a standard $& system; the products $ · $ and

& · & are nonsingular, while

$i(z)&j(z!) = ! %ij

z ! z! + regular. (4.11)

We can write down an action for the fields $, & and Aa
z , regarded as free elementary fields,

which reproduces these OPE’s. It is simply the following action of a perturbed version of a

free $& system:

I!" =
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2'
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|d2z|

#
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$i!z̄&

i ! Aa
z̄V
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aAb
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. (4.12)

Hence, we find that the perturbed free $& system above reproduces the Q-cohomology of "ī-

independent operators of the abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model on U , i.e., the local sections

of the sheaf !A.

14We can again ignore the action of Q on z-derivatives of !ī because of the equation of motion "z#ī = 0
and the symmetry transformation law $!ī = #ī.

15Note that the V i
a ’s and V ī

a ’s are, in the abelian case at hand, independent of the !i and !ī fields. Hence,
there are no nontrivial propagators arising from their presence in the action (4.10).
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“Gluing” the Perturbed βγ System 

 
 
 
 

  
 

•  By “gluing” on overlaps the open patches in X using the 
symmetries of the perturbed βγ system, we will arrive at the 
(0,2) model over all of X. 

 
•  To “glue” geometrically over X, use conformal currents of the 

perturbed βγ system:  

 
 

   

g of the symmetry group. Let the elements of g which generate the non-geometrical and

geometrical symmetries be written as c and h = (v, f) respectively, where v generates the

geometrical symmetries of U , while f generates the fibre space symmetries of the bundle
!E ! U . Since the conserved charges must also be conformally-invariant, it will mean that

an element of g must be given by an integral of a dimension one current, modulo total

derivatives. In addition, the currents must also be invariant under the U(1) R-symmetry of

the action (5.14), under which the b and c fields have charges "1 and 1 respectively. With

these considerations in mind, the dimension one currents of the free bc-!" system can be

constructed as follows.

Let us start by describing the currents which are associated with the geometrical sym-

metries first. Firstly, if we have a holomorphic vector field V on X where V = V i(") !
!"i , we

can construct a U(1) R-invariant

dimension one current JV = "V i!i. The corresponding conserved charge is then given

by KV =
"

JV dz. A computation of the operator product expansion with the elementary

fields " gives

JV (z)"k(z!) #
V k(z!)

z " z!
. (5.20)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KV , we have #"k = i$[KV , "k], where $ is

a infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, we see from (5.20) that KV generates the

infinitesimal di!eomorphism #"k = i$V k of U . In other words, KV generates the holomorphic

di!eomorphisms of the target space X. Therefore, KV spans the v subset of g. For finite

di!eomorphisms, we will have a coordinate transformation "̃k = gk("), where each gk(") is

a holomorphic function in the "ks. Since we are using the symmetries of the bc-!" system

to glue the local descriptions over the intersections {Ua $ Ub}, on an arbitrary intersection

Ua $ Ub, "k and "̃k must be defined in Ua and Ub respectively.

Next, let [t(")] be an arbitrary r% r matrix over X whose components are holomorphic

functions in ". One can then construct a U(1) R-invariant dimension one current involving

the fermionic fields b and c as JF = cm[t(")]mnbn, where the indices m and n on the matrix

[t(")] denote its (m, n) component, and m, n = 1, 2, . . . , r. The corresponding conserved

charge is thus given by KF =
"

JF dz. A computation of the operator product expansion

with the elementary fields c gives

JF (z)cn(z!) #
cm(z!)tmn

z " z!
, (5.21)
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derivatives. In addition, the currents must also be invariant under the U(1) R-symmetry of

the action (5.14), under which the b and c fields have charges "1 and 1 respectively. With

these considerations in mind, the dimension one currents of the free bc-!" system can be

constructed as follows.

Let us start by describing the currents which are associated with the geometrical sym-

metries first. Firstly, if we have a holomorphic vector field V on X where V = V i(") !
!"i , we

can construct a U(1) R-invariant

dimension one current JV = "V i!i. The corresponding conserved charge is then given

by KV =
"

JV dz. A computation of the operator product expansion with the elementary
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V k(z!)
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. (5.20)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KV , we have #"k = i$[KV , "k], where $ is

a infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, we see from (5.20) that KV generates the

infinitesimal di!eomorphism #"k = i$V k of U . In other words, KV generates the holomorphic

di!eomorphisms of the target space X. Therefore, KV spans the v subset of g. For finite

di!eomorphisms, we will have a coordinate transformation "̃k = gk("), where each gk(") is

a holomorphic function in the "ks. Since we are using the symmetries of the bc-!" system

to glue the local descriptions over the intersections {Ua $ Ub}, on an arbitrary intersection

Ua $ Ub, "k and "̃k must be defined in Ua and Ub respectively.

Next, let [t(")] be an arbitrary r% r matrix over X whose components are holomorphic

functions in ". One can then construct a U(1) R-invariant dimension one current involving
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Firstly, if we have a holomorphic vector field V on X where V = V i(!) !
!"i , one can construct

a gauge-invariant and covariant dimension-one current JV = !V i"i. The corresponding

conserved charge is then given by KV =
!

JV dz. One can compute that the operator product

expansion of JV with the elementary fields Aa
z is trivial, but that with the elementary fields

! is

JV (z)!k(z!) " V k(z!)

z ! z!
. (4.19)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KV , we have ##!k = i$[KV , !k], where $ is

an infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, from (4.19), we see that KV generates an

infinitesimal di!eomorphism ##!k = i$V k of U . In other words, KV generates the holomor-

phic di!eomorphisms of the target space X. Therefore, KV spans the purely geometrical

subset v of s, as claimed. For finite di!eomorphisms, we would have a coordinate transfor-

mation !̃k = gk(!), where each gk(!) is a holomorphic function in the !ks. Since we are

using the symmetries of the "! system to glue the local descriptions over the intersections

{Ue # Uf}, on an arbitrary intersection Ue # Uf , !k and !̃k will be defined in Ue and Uf ,

respectively.

One can also compute the operator product expansion of JV with the elementary fields

" to be

JV (z)"k(z
!) " !%kV i"i(z!)

z ! z!
. (4.20)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KV , we have ##"k = i$[KV , "k], where $

is an infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, from (4.20), we see that KV generates

an infinitesimal change ##"k = !i$%kV i"i of the elementary fields ". For finite changes, we

would have the transformation "̃i = Di
k"k, where D is an N$N (where N = dimCX) matrix

such that [D] = [%g]"1, i.e., [D"1]ik = %igk. This transformation is purely geometrical, and

it just tells us how the basis holomorphic tangent vector "k transforms into "̃i as one goes

from the coordinate system in Ue to that in Uf . Again, this just a"rms the fact that KV

spans the subset v of s.

Clearly, the symmetry transformations generated by KV are all there are to the purely

geometrical transformations of the holomorphic coordinates !k and basis tangent vectors "k

of X. Hence, one can use the geometrical symmetries generated by KV to glue the local sets

{Ue} together on intersections of small open sets to form the entire target space X. Note

however, that v is not a Lie subalgebra of s, but only a linear subspace. This is because v

does not close upon itself as a Lie algebra. This leads to nontrivial consequences for s. In

fact, this property of v is related to the physical anomalies of the underlying sigma model.
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“Gluing” the Perturbed βγ System 

 
 
 
 

  
 

•  To ‘glue’ the theory algebraically, use the conformal currents of 
the perturbed βγ system constructed using the moduli:  

   

the tr’s are the constant generator matrices of the Lie algebra s. [A(!)] will then take the

correct form of a gauge transformation matrix, i.e., [A(!)] = ei!r(")tr .

We shall now determine the current associated with the non-geometrical symmetries.

Let B =
!

i Bi(!)d!i be a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on X. We can then construct a U(1)

R-invariant dimension one current JB = Bi"z!i. The conserved charge is then given by
"

JBdz. Let’s assume that B is an exact form on X, so that B = "H = "iHd!i, where H is

some local function on X that is holomorphic in !. This in turn means that Bi = "iH . In

such a case,
"

JBdz =
"

"iH"z!idz. From the action (5.14), we have the equation of motion

"z̄!i = 0. Hence,
"

JBdz =
"

"iHd!i =
"

dH = 0 by Stoke’s theorem. In other words,

the conserved charge constructed from B vanishes if B is exact and vice-versa. Let us now

ascertain the conditions under which B will be exact. To this end, note that it su!ces

to work locally on X, since non-local instanton e"ects do not contribute in perturbation

theory. Via Poincare’s lemma, B is locally exact if and only if B is a closed form on X, i.e.,

"B = "iBj ! "jBi = 0. Thus, for every non-vanishing holomorphic (2, 0)-form C = "B, we

will have a non-vanishing conserved charge KC =
"

JBdz. Notice that C is annihilated by "

since "2 = 0, i.e., C must be a local holomorphic section of the sheaf #2,cl. Notice also that

the current JB is constructed from ! and its derivatives only. Consequently, the !i, bn and

cn fields are invariant under the symmetry transformations generated by KC . This means

that KC generates non-geometrical symmetries only. Hence, KC spans the c subset of g.

Local Field Transformations

Let us now describe how the di"erent fields of the free bc-#! system on #Ef "U transform

under the geometrical and non-geometrical symmetries generated by KH = KV + KF and

KC of g respectively. Firstly, note that the symmetries generated by KF and KC act trivially

on the ! fields, i.e., the ! fields have non-singular OPE’s with JF and JB. Secondly, note

that the symmetries generated by KV and KC act trivially on both the b and c fields, i.e., the

b and c fields have non-singular OPE’s with JV and JB. As for the # fields, they transform

non-trivially under all the symmetries, i.e., the OPE’s of the # fields with JV , JF and JC all

contain simple poles. In summary, via a computation of the relevant OPE’s, we find that

the fields transform under the symmetries of the free bc-#! system on #Ef " U as follows:

!̃i = gi(!), (5.23)

#̃i = #kD
k
i + bmcnAn

lDk
i("kA

!1)l
m + "z!

jEij , (5.24)

c̃n = cmAm
n, (5.25)

b̃n = (A!1)n
mbm, (5.26)
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries

Let us now describe the current that is associated with the non-geometrical symmetries.

Such a current, by virtue that its charge should not generate any transformation of the

coordinates !k, ought to consist only of the ! and A fields. A little thought would then

reveal that if B = Bi(!)d!i is a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on X, one can define a gauge-

invariant and covariant dimension-one current as JC = BiDz!i, where the conserved charge

is KC =
!

JCdz. Notice that one can also write JC = JF + JE and KC = KF + KE, where

JF = !BiAa
zV

i
a , JE = Bi"z!i, KF =

!
JF dz and KE =

!
JEdz.

Let us study JF and KF first. One can compute that the operator product expansion

of JF with the elementary fields # is

JF (z)#k(z
!) " !V i

a"kBiAa
z(z

!)

z ! z! . (4.21)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KF , we have $!#k = i%[KF , #k], where %

is an infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, from (4.21), we see that KF generates

an infinitesimal change $!#k = !i%V i
a"kBiAa

z of the elementary fields #. Notice at this point

that one can interpret (BiV i
a ) as a t-valued holomorphic function fa on X. In turn, one can

regard V i
a"kBi = "k(BiV i

a ) = "kfa as the Fk,a-component of a t-valued holomorphic one-form

Fa = Fl,a d!l = ("lfa)d!l on X. In addition, since [Va, Vb]i = 0, the V i
a ’s are only defined up

to scaling by a constant. These last two observations together imply that one can promote

$!#k to a finite change $#k = !Fk,aAa
z . In this sense, KF can be understood to span the

purely non-geometrical subset f of s.

Let us now study JE and KE. One can compute that the operator product expansion

of JE with the elementary fields # is

JE(z)#k(z
!) " "kBi"z!i(z!)

z ! z! ! #k(z!)

(z ! z!)2
. (4.22)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KE, we have $!#k = i%[KE, #k], where %

is an infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, from (4.22), we see that KE generates

an infinitesimal change $!#k = i%"kBi"z!i of the elementary fields #. Since one is free to

rescale the Bi’s by a constant, one can promote $!#k to a finite change $#k = Eki"z!i, where

E = "B = Eki d!k # d!i is a holomorphic (2, 0)-form on X and Eki = "kBi.
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We will explain this shortly.
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries
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coordinates !k, ought to consist only of the ! and A fields. A little thought would then

reveal that if B = Bi(!)d!i is a holomorphic (1, 0)-form on X, one can define a gauge-

invariant and covariant dimension-one current as JC = BiDz!i, where the conserved charge

is KC =
!

JCdz. Notice that one can also write JC = JF + JE and KC = KF + KE, where

JF = !BiAa
zV

i
a , JE = Bi"z!i, KF =

!
JF dz and KE =

!
JEdz.

Let us study JF and KF first. One can compute that the operator product expansion

of JF with the elementary fields # is

JF (z)#k(z
!) " !V i

a"kBiAa
z(z

!)

z ! z! . (4.21)

Under the symmetry transformation generated by KF , we have $!#k = i%[KF , #k], where %

is an infinitesinal transformation parameter. Thus, from (4.21), we see that KF generates

an infinitesimal change $!#k = !i%V i
a"kBiAa

z of the elementary fields #. Notice at this point

that one can interpret (BiV i
a ) as a t-valued holomorphic function fa on X. In turn, one can

regard V i
a"kBi = "k(BiV i

a ) = "kfa as the Fk,a-component of a t-valued holomorphic one-form

Fa = Fl,a d!l = ("lfa)d!l on X. In addition, since [Va, Vb]i = 0, the V i
a ’s are only defined up
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z . In this sense, KF can be understood to span the
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(z ! z!)2
. (4.22)
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries
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We will explain this shortly.

The Non-Geometrical Symmetries
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The Automorphism Relations of  the 

Sheaf  of  Chiral Algebras    

If B is an exact form in Ue, it would mean that Bi = !iH in Ue for some locally-defined

function H that is holomorphic in ". In such a case,
!

JEdz =
!

!iH!z"idz. From the action

(4.12), we have the equation of motion !z̄"i = 0. Hence,
!

JEdz =
!

!iHd"i =
!

dH = 0

by Stoke’s theorem. In other words, the conserved charge KE vanishes if B is exact in Ue

and vice-versa. Via Poincare’s lemma, B is locally exact if and only if B is a closed form

on X, i.e., !B = !iBj ! !jBi = 0. Thus, for every nonvanishing holomorphic (2, 0)-form

E = !B on X, we will have a nonvanishing conserved charge KE =
!

JEdz. At any rate,

notice that E is annihilated by ! since !2 = 0. Moreover, as stated earlier, B and therefore

E in Ue are gauge-invariant; i.e., E when restricted to Ue is T -equivariant. As such, for every

local holomorphic section of the sheaf !2,cl
X,T of T -equivariant !-closed two-forms E on X, we

have a nonvanishing conserved charge KE. In this sense, KE can be understood to span the

purely non-geometrical subset e of s.

Local Field Transformations

A summary of how the di"erent fields of the perturbed free #" system on U transform

locally under its geometrical and non-geometrical symmetries generated by KV and KC =

KF + KE, respectively, is as follows:

"̃i = gi("), (4.23)

Ãa
z = Aa

z , (4.24)

#̃i = Di
k#k + !z"

jEij ! Fi,aA
a
z , (4.25)

where i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , N = dimCX. As explained, D and E are N "N matrices such that

[D] = [!g]!1 and [E] = !B, i.e., [D!1]ik = !igk and [E]ij = !iBj; Fi,a is the ith-component of

a t-valued holomorphic one-form Fa = Fl,a d"l = (!lfa)d"l (where fa = V k
a Bk) on X. It can

be verified that #̃, "̃ and Ã obey the correct OPE’s amongst themselves. We thus conclude

that the fields must undergo the above transformations (4.23)-(4.25) when we glue a local

description (in a small open set) to another local description (in another small open set)

over the mutual intersection of open sets using the automorphisms of the perturbed free #"

system.

A Nontrivial Extension of Lie Algebras and Groups

Last but not least, let us now study the properties of the symmetry algebra s of the

perturbed free #" system on U . From the analysis thus far, we find that we can write

s = c# v as a linear space, where c = (f, e). Note that c is a trivial abelian subalgebra of s

because the commutator of KC with itself vanishes: the OPE of JC with itself is nonsingular
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perturbed linear !" system. Since the perturbed linear !" system describes a local version

of the underlying abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model, one can write the local holomorphic

stress tensor of the model as the local holomorphic stress tensor of the perturbed linear !"

system, which in turn is given by

T (z) = ! : !i#z"
i :(z). (4.43)

(See §4.4). Under an automorphism of the !" system, T (z) will become

!T (z) = ! : !̃i#z"̃
i :(z), (4.44)

where the fields !̃ and "̃ are defined in the automorphism relations of (4.23)-(4.25). It is

clear that on an overlap Ue " Uf in X, T (z) will be regular in Ue while !T (z) will be regular

in Uf . Note that both T (z) and !T (z) are at least local sections of "A. And, if there is no

obstruction to T (z) or !T (z) being a global section of "A, it will mean that T (z) is nontrivial

in Q-cohomology, i.e., T (z) #= {Q, . . . } and [Q, T (z)] = 0, and the abelian twisted (0, 2)

sigma model will be conformally-invariant. For T (z) or !T (z) to be a global section of "A, it

must be true that T (z) = !T (z) on any overlap Ue " Uf in X. Let us examine this further

with an example.

An Example and the One-Loop Beta Function in Terms of Holomorphic Data

For ease of illustration, let us consider X = CP1. This example is nonanomalous as

pT
1 (X) = 0; it also has a nonvanishing Ricci tensor. Since CP1 can be considered as the

complex "-plane plus a point at infinity, we can cover it with two open sets, U1 and U2,

where U1 is the complex "-plane, U2 is the complex "̃-plane, and "̃ = 1/". Thus, we can

write the (normal ordered) stress tensors in U1 and U2, respectively, as

T (z) = !limz!!z

#
!(z")#z"(z)! !(z") · #z"(z)

$
(4.45)

and

!T (z) = !limz!!z

%
!̃(z")#z"̃(z)! !̃(z") · #z"̃(z)

&
. (4.46)

By substituting the definitions of !̃ and "̃ from (4.23)-(4.25) into !T (z), a short computation
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equivalent to constants, i.e., H0(!,O!) != C, we have the expansion

H2(X " !, "2,cl
X!!,T ) = H2(X, "2,cl

X,T )# (H1(X, "1,cl
X,T )$H1(!, "1,cl

! ))# . . . . (4.42)

As c1(!) % H1(!, "1,cl
! ) and cT

1 (X) % H1(X, "1,cl
X,T ), the two physical anomalies pT

1 (X)

and c1(!)cT
1 (X) take values in the first and second term on the RHS of (4.42), respectively.24

Note that the terms on the RHS of (4.42) must independently vanish for H2(X"!, "2,cl
X!!,T )

to be zero. In other words, we have obtained a consistent, alternative interpretation of the

physical anomalies which arise due to a nontriviality of the determinant line bundles over the

configuration space of the sigma model that are associated with the Dirac operators of the

underlying Lagrangian, in terms of an obstruction to the gluing of sheaves of chiral algebras.

By extending the arguments surrounding (4.34) to the present context, we find that for

a vanishing anomaly, (apart from the geometrical moduli encoded in the complex structure

of X), the moduli of the globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras on !, with target space X,

must be parameterized by classes in H1(X " !, "2,cl
X!!,T ).

4.7. The Conformal Anomaly

To end this section, we shall now present an illuminating application of our discussion

on the sheaves of chiral algebras which has hitherto been somewhat abstract. In the process,

we will be able to obtain a solely physical interpretation of a purely mathematical result,

and vice-versa.

From (2.28), we see that the holomorphic stress tensor T (z) ! Tzz of the abelian twisted

(0, 2) sigma model lacks the !ī fields. This means that it is an operator with q = 0. Hence,

from the Q-Čech cohomology dictionary established in §4.3, if T (z) is to be nontrivial in Q-

cohomology, such that the model and its chiral algebra are conformally-invariant, it will be

given by an element of H0(X, !A) – a global section of the sheaf of chiral algebras !A. Recall

that the local sections of !A are furnished by the physical operators in the chiral algebra of the

24If M is a Kähler manifold, p1(M) would be a (2, 2)-form that is annihilated by both ! and !̄; this just
reflects the fact that p1(M) represents an element of H2(M, !2,cl

M ). One can also show the latter statement to
be true for any complex manifold X. To this end, pick any connection on the holomorphic tangent bundle TX
whose (0, 1) part is the natural !̄ operator of this bundle. Since !̄2 = 0, the curvature of such a connection,
or rather, c1(TX) (abbreviated in this paper as c1(X)), would be a two-form of type (2, 0)# (1, 1). In turn,
this means that ck(X) for k & 0 would be a 2k-form of type (k, k)#(k+1, k'1)# . . . (2k, 0), which therefore
implies that it must represent an element of Hk(X,!k,cl

X ) – indeed, like the sheaf !k,cl
X which generates

Hk(X,!k,cl
X ), ck(X) will be annihilated by both ! and !̄. Therefore, c1(X) must represent an element of

H1(X,!1,cl
X ), while p1(X) = c2

1(X) ' 2c2(X) must represent an element of H2(X,!2,cl
X ). Similarly, cT

1 (X)
and pT

1 (X) ought to represent elements of H1(X,!1,cl
X,T ) and H2(X,!2,cl

X,T ), respectively.
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and where the requisite field variations generated by the scalar supercharge Q are

!"i = 0, !"ī = #ī,

!#ī = 0, !#i
z̄ = !Dz̄"

i, (2.27)

!Aa
z = 0, !Aa

z̄ = 0.

Using (2.13), one can compute from (2.27) that Q2 = 0 (o!-shell) on all fields. Consequently,

from (2.25), one can see that Sgauged is Q-invariant, as desired. In addition, (2.27) implies

that one can assign (Q, #ī, #i
z̄, "

i, "ī, Aa
z , A

a
z̄) to have q-charge (1, 1,!1, 0, 0, 0, 0) under a

global U(1)R-symmetry; one can then see from (2.25) and (2.26) that as desired, Sgauged has

vanishing q-charge and is therefore U(1)R-invariant. Moreover, since Q is nilpotent, it will

mean that one can also define a Q-cohomology of operators in the theory.

The above model with perturbative gauge-invariant action Sgauged, shall be our model

of interest henceforth.

2.2. The Chiral Algebra Of The Gauged Twisted (0, 2) Sigma Model

Classically, the gauge twisted model is scale invariant: one can compute that the trace

of the stress tensor from Sgauged vanishes, i.e., Tzz̄ = 0. The other nonzero components of

the stress tensor, at the classical level, are given by

Tzz = gij̄$z"
iDz"

j̄, (2.28)

and

Tz̄z̄ = gij̄

!
Dz̄"

i$z̄"
j̄ + #i

z̄Dz̄#
j̄
"

. (2.29)

Furthermore, one can go on to show that

Tz̄z̄ = {Q,!gij̄#
i
z̄$z̄"

j̄}, (2.30)

and

[Q, Tzz] = gij̄$z"
i #Dz#

j̄ = 0 (on-shell). (2.31)

From (2.31) and (2.30), we see that all components of the stress tensor are Q-invariant – Tzz

is an operator in the Q-cohomology while Tz̄z̄ is Q-exact and thus trivial in Q-cohomology.

The fact that Tzz is not Q-exact even at the classical level implies that the gauged twisted

14

will give25

!T (z)! T (z) = !z

"
!z"

"
! VaAa

z

"

#
(z). (4.47)

The only consistent way to modify T " T ! and !T " !T ! so that T ! = !T ! over U1 # U2

while preserving the stress tensor OPE’s such that T ! · " = T · " and !T ! · " = !T · ", is to

add to T and !T dimension-two terms involving ", Aa
z , "̃ or Ãa

z only. The RHS of (4.47)

is invariant under " " #" and Aa
z " #Aa

z , where # $ C". Therefore, the modification

ought to preserve this invariance too; i.e., the dimension-two terms we add must also be

invariant under " " #" and Aa
z " #Aa

z . Such terms will be given by !2
z"/", (!z")2/"2,

(Va!zAa
z)/" and (VaAa

z!z")/"2. To cancel the quantity on the RHS of (4.47), one will need

to add a linear combination of all such terms to !T (z)! T (z) on the LHS of (4.47). Because

(!z")2/"2 = (!z"̃)2/"̃2 and !2
z"/" = !!2

z "̃/"̃ + 2(!z")2/"̃2, this linear combination would

have a pole at both " = 0 and "̃ = 0. Thus, it cannot be used to redefine T and/or !T (which

has to be regular in U1 and/or U2, respectively). Hence, we find that neither T (z) nor !T (z)

can be a global section of $A, i.e., T (z), !T (z) /$ H0(CP1, $A). In other words, T (z) is not in

the Q-cohomology of the abelian twisted (0, 2) sigma model – there is a conformal anomaly.

This is consistent with the observation made in §2.2 via (2.32), where [Q, Tzz] %= 0 in general

but

[Q, Tzz] = !z

%
Rij̄!z$

i%j̄ !Rij̄V
i
aAa

z%
j̄
&

. (4.48)

Since Q generates a (BRST-like) symmetry (i.e., an automorphism) of the abelian twisted

model via the field transformations (2.27), (4.47) can be viewed as an analog in Čech co-

homology of (4.48). Indeed, the operator Rij̄!z$i%j̄ can be shown to correspond exactly

to !z"/", as follows. Apart from an obvious comparison of (4.48) and (4.47), note that

!z"/" = !!z"̃/"̃, i.e., !z"/" is a holomorphic operator over U1 # U2. Moreover, it cannot

be expressed as a di!erence between an operator that is holomorphic in U1 and an operator

that is holomorphic in U2. Thus, it is a dimension-one class in the first Čech cohomology

group H1(CP1, $A). Hence, from our Q-Čech cohomology dictionary, !z"/" will correspond

to a dimension-one operator in the Q-cohomology of the sigma model with q = 1 – namely,

Rij̄!z$i%j̄ (which, according to our discussion in §4.1, indeed takes the correct form of a

Q-invariant, dimension (1, 0) operator with q = 1). As a corollary, we also find that the

operator Rij̄V
i
a%j̄ ought to correspond to Va/", so that the operator Rij̄V

i
aAa

z%
j̄ ought to

25Note that in our computation, we have, for convenience, chosen (i) a point z! such that !(z!) " 0,
(ii) the arbitrary local (1,0)-form B(!)d! on CP1 (associated with the current JE of §4.5) to be such that
B(!) = !!.
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Relation to the theory of  “Twisted Chiral 
Differential Operators” 

 
 

  
-  Let gauge group be a Cartan subgroup of G, and X 

a flag manifold of G. Then automorphism relations 
become  

the elements of H1(X, !1,cl
X ), where !1,cl

X is the sheaf of holomorphic !-closed (1, 0)-forms on

X (see (4.20) of [23]). We shall consider this particular model henceforth.

Let us now see what the general automorphism relations of (4.23)-(4.25) imply for such

a model. To this end, cover X with a set of open patches {Ue}, where Ue ! Cn, and

n = dimCX. Now, consider a holomorphic vector field " = "k!/!#k on X. Then, over an

intersection Ue " Uf , the change in $k (and hence !/!#k, as explained in §4.5) under the

symmetry generated by KF , would, from (4.25), imply the change %" = "kFk,aAa
z = (&!'

(1)
a )Aa

z

in ", where &!'
(1)
a is an antiderivation by " of a (complex) h-valued holomorphic one-form

'(1)
a on X. Similarly, the changes in $ and hence the corresponding changes in " under the

symmetries generated by the rest of the conserved charges KV and KB, can be obtained from

the first two terms on the RHS of (4.25). Since these two terms coincide with the changes

in the beta-field of the sheaf of CDO’s given by the RHS of (4.4b) in [7], we conclude that

the changes in " under KV + KE can be obtained solely from the automorphism relations

of the sheaf of CDO’s. For our present purpose, there is no need for us to detail what these

changes in " are. The interested reader is invited to do so him or herself.

Next, consider a holomorphic function O of the coordinates # of X. Then, over an

intersection Ue"Uf , the changes in O under the full symmetry generated by KV +KF +KE can

be obtained from the RHS of (4.23), which is a purely geometrical coordinate transformation

of #. Since the RHS of (4.23) coincides with the changes in the gamma-field of the sheaf of

CDO’s given by the RHS of (4.4a) in [7], the changes in # under the full symmetry group

can be obtained solely from the automorphism relations of the sheaf of CDO’s.

Last but not least, consider the gauge field Aa
z = '!

a. Then, over an intersection Ue"Uf ,

the changes in '!
a under the full symmetry generated by KV + KF + KE can be obtained

from the RHS of (4.24), which is simply the identity transformation.

In summary, over an intersection Ue " Uf , if gef denotes the unique symmetry trans-

formation of the fields implied by the automorphism relations of the sheaf of CDO’s given

by (4.4a)-(4.4b) of [7], and if gtw
ef denotes the unique symmetry transformation of the fields

implied by the automorphism relations (4.23)-(4.25), we can write

gtw
ef |OUe!Uf

= gef |OUe!Uf
, (5.1)

gtw
ef ('!

a) = '!
a, (5.2)

gtw
ef (") = gef (")#

!
a(&!'

(1)
a (Ue " Uf ))'!

a. (5.3)

Moreover, since the underlying theory is anomaly-free, we have, over triple intersections
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Relation to the theory of  “Twisted Chiral 
Differential Operators” 

 
 

  
- The perturbed βγ system on a local patch in X is now 

a section of the sheaf of TCDO’s defined by 
Arakawa et al.  

 
-  The symmetries of the perturbed βγ CFT that we 

have used to‘glue’the local descriptions together 
are therefore the vertex algebra automorphisms 
used to ‘glue’the sheaves of TCDO’s. 

 
- Standard Cech-cohomological analysis of the 

sheaves of chiral algebras of shows that obstruction 
to `gluing’ vanishes if  

 

Aa
z = 0 via a gauge transformation (which can always be done since we are working locally

on !) when computing the sought-after class in H2(!V , "2,cl
X,T ). At Aa

z = 0, the automorphism

relations given by (4.23) and (4.25) coincide with the automorphism relations (4.4a)-(4.4b)

in [7] of the sheaf of CDO’s. Moreover, as in §2-6 of [7], our only nontrivial OPE (4.11)

is that of a free !" system. Consequently, one can repeat the computations that follow

(4.4a)-(4.4b) in [7] which eventually lead to Theorem 6.2 in loc. cit., whence one would find

that the class characterizing the nontriviality of the group extension is pT
1 ! H2(!V , "2,cl

X,T ),

where pT
1 is the T -equivariant universal first Pontryagin class.22 In turn, this implies that

there is no obstruction to a globally-defined sheaf of chiral algebras "A if

1

2
pT

1 (X) = 0. (4.30)

This is exactly the anomaly-cancellation condition of the underlying T -gauged twisted (0, 2)

sigma model computed in (3.1)! (We do not see the other anomaly involving c1(!) because we

are working locally on !.) In hindsight, this ‘coincidence’ should not be entirely surprising:

note that a physically valid, anomaly-free sigma model must be defined over all of X (and !),

and since a nonzero pT
1 (X) captures the obstruction to gluing the local descriptions together

to arrive at a global description, it would mean that the sigma model – which is described

locally by the perturbed free !" system on U – cannot be globally-defined over all of X unless

(4.30) holds. Thus, the nontriviality of the extension of Lie algebras of the symmetries of the

!" system on U , is indeed related to the physical anomaly of the underlying sigma model.

4.6. Gluing the Local Descriptions Together

Now, we will describe explicitly, how one can glue the local descriptions together using

the automorphisms of the perturbed free !" system on U to obtain a globally-defined sheaf of

chiral algebras. In the process, we will see how the cohomology class in (4.30) emerges as an

obstruction to gluing the locally-defined sheaves of chiral algebras globally on X. Moreover,

we can also obtain the other anomaly in (3.1) – which is not captured in (4.30) – when we

consider gluing the sheaves of chiral algebras globally over X and !. In addition, we will

see that a modulus of the resulting sheaf emerges as a Čech cohomology class generated by

a relevant Čech cocycle.

As a start, let’s take a suitable collection of small open patches Ue " Cn, where n =

22Note that the standard Čech cocycles which represent the universal classes in H2(!V , !2,cl
X,T ) take values

in !2,cl
X,T . Hence, the universal classes – like !2,cl

X,T – will be T -equivariant.
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Sheaf  of  “Twisted Chiral Differential Operators” 
on flag manifold of  G 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

component Az(z) of the gauge field, according to our discussion in the third last paragraph

of §5.2.1, these modules would necessarily have highest weight 0.

5.2.3. The Sheaf of TCDO’s on the Flag Manifold of GC

What if X is a flag manifold of an arbitrary GC with Lie algebra gC of rank l? From

a Cartan decomposition, we can write gC = n+ ! b, where b is a Borel subalgebra, and n+

is the subalgebra of upper triangular nilpotent matrices. Since X = GC/B, where B " GC

is the Borel subgroup with Lie algebra b, we have dimCX = dimC(n+) = |!+|, where !+

is the set of positive roots of gC. Thus, each chart U in X can be identified with the a"ne

space C|!+|. Consequently, the sheaf of TCDO’s in any U " X can be described by the

following perturbed free !" system with action

I =
1

2#

!
|d2z|

|!+|"

i=1

#
!i$z̄"

i #
l"

a,b=1

Aa
zViaA

b
z̄V

i
b

$
, (5.44)

where the only singular OPE of this system is

!i(z)"j(z!) $ # %j
i

z # z! . (5.45)

Similarly, the sheaf of TCDO’s in a neighboring intersecting chart Ũ " X can be

described by the following perturbed free !̃"̃ system with action

Ĩ =
1

2#

!
|d2z|

|!+|"

i=1

#
!̃i$z̄"̃

i #
l"

a,b=1

Ãa
zViaÃ

b
z̄V

i
b

$
, (5.46)

where the only singular OPE of this system is

!̃i(z)"̃j(z!) $ # %j
i

z # z! . (5.47)

In order to describe a globally-defined sheaf of TCDO’s, one will need to glue the free

conformal field theories with actions (5.44) and (5.46) over all pairwise intersections U % Ũ .

l(w) = i is the length of w & W , and chWw
!(z) is the character of the w-twisted Wakimoto module Ww

!(z)

of critical level and central character !(z) = !0/z + !!1 + !!2z + . . . . For y, v & W , l(y) = l(v) + 1 means
that y > v; moreover, if y > v, the conformal weight of the highest weight vector 1y"!0 & Wy

!(z) is strictly
greater than the conformal weight of the highest weight vector 1v"!0 & Wv

!(z). Altogether, this implies that
the lowest (scaling) dimension of operators in Hi(X, %!ch,tw

X ) increases with increasing cohomological degree
i.
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To do so, one must again use the admissible automorphisms of the free conformal field

theories defined in (4.23)-(4.25) to glue the free-fields together. Since the underlying sigma

model is nonanomalous, one ought to be able to define the sheaf of TCDO’s globally on X.

Global Sections of the Sheaf

As X = GC/B has complex dimension |!+|, we have A =
!qR=|!+|

qR=0 HqR(X, ""ch,tw
X ).

Thus, in order to determine the chiral algebra of the sigma model, one needs to ascertain

the global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw
X ) of the sheaf ""ch,tw

X , and its Čech cohomology Hp(X, ""ch,tw
X )

for p = 1, 2, . . . , |!+|.
First, let us compute the global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw

X ). For brevity, we shall again focus

on the dimension 0 and 1 operators only; the higher-dimensional cases can be obtained in a

similar manner. At dimension 0, the space of global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;0 ) must be spanned

by regular polynomials in the !i’s, i.e., ""ch,tw
X;0 is just the sheaf OX of regular holomorphic

functions in the !i’s on X. Since all globally-defined regular holomorphic functions on a

compact, connected, complex manifold such as X are equivalent to constants [51], we find

that H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;0 ) is one-dimensional and generated by 1.

What about the space H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;1 ) of global sections of dimension 1? In order to get

a global section of ""ch,tw
X of dimension 1, we can act on a (gauge-invariant) global section of

""ch,tw
X of dimension 0 with the partial derivative "z. Since "z1 = 0, this prescription will not

apply here.

One could also consider dimension 1 operators of the form fi(!)Dz!i = fi(!)"z!i +

Aa
zV

i
a (!), where fi(!) and V i

a (!) are globally-defined holomorphic functions of the !k’s. The

operator fi(!)"z!i, by virtue of the way it transforms purely geometrically under (4.23),

would correspond to a section of "1
X , the sheaf of holomorphic di#erential one-forms f(!)d!

on X; from the classical result H0(X, "1
X) = 0, which continues to hold in the quantum

theory, it is clear that fi(!)Dz!i /! H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;1 ).

As before, the remaining possibility at dimension 1 is to find operators that contain the

#i’s. To this end, consider the operators

Je!i
= #!i +

|!+|#

j=1

: P i
j (!)#j :, i = 1, 2, . . . , l;

Jha = "
|!+|#

j=1

Dj : !j#j : +Aa
z , a = 1, 2, . . . , l; (5.48)

Jf!i
=

|!+|#

j=1

: Qi
j(!)#j : +Ci"z!

!i + Aa
z!

!i , a = i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
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But we have an affine G algebra at critical level 
 
 
So S(si)(z) does not exist as a quantum operator, i.e.,  
It is purely classical, and ought to be generated only by the non- 
dynamical gauge field A.  
 
The point is that the S(si)(z)’s generate a constant multiple of 
the transformations associated with the stress tensor and its 
higher spin Segal-Sugawara analogs. It being zero quantum 
mechanically means that it is not in the Q-cohomology, as 
we saw earlier in the X= CP1 case. 
 

One can generalize the Sugawara formalism to construct higher-spin analogs of the

holomorphic stress tensor T (2)(z) by using the currents of !gC. These higher-spin analogs

are called Casimir operators. In particular, a spin-si analog will be given by the si
th-order

Casimir operator [53]

T (si)(z) =
: d̃!1!2!3...!si (k)(J!1J!2 . . . J!si

)(z) :

k + h!
, (5.52)

where d̃!1!2!3...!si (k) is a completely symmetric traceless gC-invariant tensor of rank si that

depends on the level k of !gC. d̃!1!2!3...!si (k) is also well-defined and finite at k = !h!. Note

that i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and the spins si = 1 + ei, where the ei’s are the exponents of gC.

Thus, one can have l of these Casimir operators, and the spin-2 Casimir operator is just the

holomorphic stress tensor T (2)(z) from the usual Sugawara construction. For example, in

the SL(2) and SL(3) cases of l = 1 and l = 2 discussed earlier, the exponents are e1 = 1

and {e1, e2} = {1, 2}, respectively. Consequently, we had, in the SL(2) case, T (2)(z) = T (z)

given in (5.20); we also had, in the SL(3) case, T (2)(z) = T (z) and T (3)(z) given in (5.34)

and (5.38).

As with T (2)(z) in (5.49), T (si)(z) is ill-defined when k = !h!. Nevertheless, one

can always make reference to a spin-si analog S(si)(z) of the Segal-Sugawara tensor that is

well-defined for any finite value of k, where its relation to T (si)(z) is given by

S(si)(z) = (k + h!)T (si)(z), (5.53)

so that

S(si)(z) =: d̃!1!2!3...!si (k)(J!1J!2 . . . J!si
)(z) : . (5.54)

From (5.53), one can see that the operator S(si)(z) generates in its OPE with all other op-

erators of the quantum theory, (k + h!) times the field transformations typically generated

by T (si)(z). Therefore, at the critical level k = !h!, the S(si)(z)’s generate no field trans-

formations at all – their OPE’s with all other field operators ought to be regular. This is

equivalent to saying that the T (si)(z)’s do not exist as quantum operators in A at k = !h!,

since the S(si)(z)’s are the only well-defined operators at this critical level which can generate

the type of field transformations associated with the T (si)(z)’s.

The fact that the l number of S(si)(z)’s only have regular OPE’s with all other rel-

evant fields and with themselves at k = !h!, implies the following. If we denote by

V"h!(gC) the chiral algebra generated by the J ’s in (5.48) and their z-derivatives, and if
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at the critical level. Nevertheless, notice from (5.20) that one can write

S(z) = (k + 2)T (z), (5.21)

where

S(z) = : J+J! + J2
0 : (z). (5.22)

S(z) is commonly known as the Segal-Sugawara tensor. From (5.21), we see that in the

quantum theory, S(z) generates (k + 2) times the field transformations usually generated

by the quantum stress tensor T (z). Therefore, at the critical level k = !2, S(z) generates

no field transformations at all – its OPE with all other field operators ought to be regular

at best. This is equivalent to saying that the quantum stress tensor does not exist at

k = !2, since S(z) is the only well-defined operator at this critical level which can generate

field transformations under arbitrary holomorphic reparameterizations of the worldsheet

coordinates on !.

S(z) may or may not vanish identically at k = !2, and if it does not, it will merely

play the role of a classical field (i.e., c-number) that has no nontrivial interactions with itself

and other fields at the quantum level. In fact, by substituting (5.15), (5.16) and (5.18) in

(5.22), a careful computation with the aid of (5.19) would give

S(z) =
1

4
A2

z(z)! 1

2
!zAz(z). (5.23)

(Note that the above formula was also computed below (9.3) of [49].) Since Az is a non-

dynamical field which does not have any nontrivial propagators with itself or with the rest

of the fields " and # (and their z-derivatives) that define A , S(z) indeed plays the role of a

purely classical field.

The fact that S(z) only has regular OPE’s with all other relevant fields and with itself

implies the following. If we denote by V!2(sl2) the chiral algebra generated by {J±, J0}
and their z-derivatives, and if we denote by z(V!2(sl2)) its center which is defined to be the

set of fields which have regular OPE’s with all other fields within, we have z(V!2(sl2)) =

C[!m
z S(z)]m"0, where C[!m

z S(z)]m"0 is the space of di"erential polynomials on S(z) with

complex coe#cients. This result agrees with Theorem 7 of [49]. In turn, (5.23) means that

z(V!2(sl2)) " HCP1 , where HCP1 is the space of di"erential polynomials on Az with complex

coe#cients. This result agrees with Lemma 4.6 of [23]. (Recall from §5.2 that Az corresponds

to $# of loc. cit..)
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a!nization of the SL(3) Lie algebra generated by their resulting zero modes. Consequently,

H0(X, !"ch,tw
X ) would be a Wakimoto module for the a!ne algebra of SL(3) at level !3.

The Center of a Chiral Algebra

As in the previous SL(2) example, one can, in our case at hand of !gC = "sl3 whence

h! = 3, define the quantum stress tensor at level k "= !h! as

T (z) =
: d!"J!J"(z) :

k + 3
, (5.34)

where d!" is the inverse of the Cartan-Killing metric of sl3, and !, " = 1, 2, . . . , dimC(sl3) = 8.

As required, for every k "= !3, the modes of the Laurent expansion of T (z) will span a

Virasoro algebra. In particular, T (z) will generate holomorphic reparameterizations of the

coordinates on the worldsheet #. Notice that this definition of T (z) in (5.34) is ill-defined

when k = !3. Nevertheless, one can always associate T (z) with the Segal-Sugawara operator

S(z) that is well-defined at any level, where

S(z) = (k + 3)T (z), (5.35)

and

S(z) = : d!"J!J" :(z). (5.36)

From (5.35), we see that S(z) generates, in its OPE with other field operators, (k +3) times

the field transformations usually generated by the stress tensor T (z). Therefore, at the

critical level k = !3, S(z) generates no field transformations at all – its OPE with all other

field operators ought to be regular at best. This is equivalent to saying that the quantum

stress tensor does not exist in A at k = !3, since S(z) is the only well-defined operator

at this critical level which can generate field transformations under arbitrary holomorphic

reparameterizations of the worldsheet coordinates on #. This observation is consistent with

(2.32), as Rij̄(X) "= 0.

S(z) may or may not vanish identically at k = !3, and if it does not, it will merely

play the role of a classical field (i.e., c-number) that has no nontrivial interactions with itself

and other fields at the quantum level. In fact, by substituting (5.33) in (5.36), a careful

computation (with the aid of the relevant a!ne SL(3) OPE algebra at level !3 obeyed by

the J ’s) would give

S(z) =
1

2

#
(dabA

a
zA

b
z)(z)!

3$

i=1

(V i
a#zA

a
z)(z)

%
, (5.37)
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and other fields at the quantum level. In fact, by substituting (5.33) in (5.40), a careful

computation (with the aid of the relevant a!ne SL(3) OPE algebra at level !3 obeyed by

the J ’s) would give (cf. [53])

S(3)(z) =

!
! 6

15

"

i<j<k

((!i · Az)(!j · Az)(!k · Az)) (z)!
"

i<j

(i! 1)"z ((!i · Az)(!j · Az)) (z)

!
"

i<j

(j ! i! 1)"z ((!i · Az)(!j · "zAz)) (z) +
1

2

"

i

(i! 1)(i! 2)(!i · "2
zAz)(z)

!1

4
"z(Az · Az)(z)! 1

2

"

i

(i! 1)!i · Az(z), (5.41)

where the dot-product refers to an inner product with respect to the Cartan-Killing metric

on hC, and {!i, i = 1, 2, 3} is a set of weights of the vector representation of SL(3) normalized

such that !i ·!j = #ij! 1
3 and

#
i !i = 0. Since the Aa

z ’s are non-dynamical fields which do not

have any nontrivial propagators with themselves or with the rest of the other fields $i and

%i (and their z-derivatives) that define A , S(3)(z) indeed plays the role of a purely classical

field.

The fact that S(z) and S(3)(z) only have regular OPE’s with all other relevant fields and

with themselves implies the following. If we denote by V!3(sl3) the chiral algebra generated

by the Je’s, Jh’s, Jf ’s and their z-derivatives, and if we denote by z(V!3(sl3)) its center

which is defined to be the set of fields which have regular OPE’s with all other fields within,

we have z(V!3(sl3)) = C["m
z S(z) + "n

z S(3)(z)]m,n"0, where C["m
z S(z) + "n

z S(3)(z)]m,n"0 is the

space of di"erential polynomials on S(z) and S(3)(z) with complex coe!cients. This result

agrees with Theorem 8 of [49]. In turn, (5.37) and (5.41) mean that z(V!3(sl3)) " HX , where

HX is the space of di"erential polynomials on the Aa
z ’s with complex coe!cients. This result

agrees with Lemma 4.6 of [23]. (Recall from §5.2.1 that Az corresponds to &# of loc. cit..)

Moreover, notice that since S(z), S(3)(z) and the J(z)’s are holomorphic in z and are

of dimension 2, 3 and 1, respectively, one can Laurent expand them as

S(z) =
"

n$Z
Snz

!n!2, S(3)(z) =
"

n$Z
S(3)

n z!n!3, J!(z) =
"

n$Z
J!

n z!n!1, (5.42)

where ' = {ei, hj, fi}. Again, the fact that S(z) and S(3)(z) only have regular OPE’s with

all other relevant fields and with themselves implies that

[Sn, J
!
m] = [Sn, Sm] = 0 and [S(3)

n , J!
m] = [S(3)

n , S(3)
m ] = [S(3)

n , Sm] = 0. (5.43)
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Since they are classical and do not have nontrivial 
OPE’s with the current fields and themselves, their 
Laurent modes would obey 
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center  
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z-derivatives.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

we denote by z(V!h!(gC)) its center which is defined to be the set of fields which have

regular OPE’s with all other fields within, we have z(V!h!(gC)) = C[!m
z S(si)(z)]i=1,...,l; m"0,

where C[!m
z S(si)(z)]i=1,...,l; m"0 is the space of di!erential polynomials on the S(si)(z)’s with

complex coe"cients. This result agrees with Theorem 8 of [49]. Since the Aa
z ’s are non-

dynamical fields which do not have any nontrivial propagators with themselves or with the

rest of the fields " and # (and their z-derivatives) that define A , it ought to be the true

that z(V!h!(gC)) ! HX , where HX is the space of di!erential polynomials on the Aa
z ’s with

complex coe"cients. This last claim has indeed been proved as Lemma 4.6 in [23]. (Recall

from §5.2.1 that Az corresponds to $# of loc. cit..) Consequently, z(V!h!(gC)) would define

a space of purely classical (c-number) fields.

Moreover, notice that since the S(si)(z)’s and the J(z)’s are holomorphic in z and are

of dimensions si and 1, respectively, one can Laurent expand them as

S(si)(z) =
!

n$Z
S(si)

n z!n!si , J!(z) =
!

n$Z
J!

n z!n!1, (5.55)

where % = {e!i , ha, f!i}. The fact that the S(si)(z)’s only have regular OPE’s with all other

relevant fields and with themselves implies that

[S(si)
n , J!

m] = [S(si)
n , S(si)

m ] = 0. (5.56)

This means that the S(si)
n ’s generate the center z(Ũ!h!("gC)) of the completed enveloping

algebra Ũ!h!("gC) of "gC at critical level k = "h%. As before, z(Ũ!h!("gC)) would also furnish

a Poisson algebra.

The Higher Cohomologies

Let us proceed to determine the higher cohomology groups Hp(X, "#ch,tw
X ) where p # 1.

In dimension 0, we can again consider regular polynomials in the #i’s. However, from

geometric representation theory, we have the classical result Hp(X ,O) = 0 when p # 1,

where O is the sheaf of regular functions over an arbitrary flag manifold X of GC that are

holomorphic in the #i’s [54]. Since a vanishing cohomology at the classical level continues

to vanish at the quantum level, it would mean that we cannot have regular polynomials in

the #i’s; i.e., Hp(X, "#ch,tw
X;0 ) = $. In other words, the higher cohomologies start “growing” at

dimension greater than zero.

Let us now compute the first cohomology H1(X, "#ch,tw
X;1 ) of operators of dimension 1.

From the fact that Tzz cannot be expressed as a total z-derivative (else L!1 = 0), and the
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that the minimum (conformal) dimension of the holomorphic fields whose Laurent expansion

coe!cients spanWk(gC), is two; the dimension-two field in question is TR(z) (given in (6.34)),

and its Laurent expansion coe!cients generate a Virasoro subalgebra of Wk(gC) [53]. These

last two facts imply that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies Wk(gC) must be

spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the !zY a
L ’s or rather, the Aa

z ’s. At k = !h!,

recall from §5 that the center z(V"h!(gC)) – of the chiral algebra V"h!(gC) generated by {JGC}
and their z-derivatives – is spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the Aa

z ’s. The

question then is whether the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W"h!(gC) can actually

be identified with z(V"h!(gC)); the answer according to [49], is “yes”. Also established

in loc. cit. is the fact that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W#(LgC) can be

identified with the algebra Fun OpLgC(D) of functions on the space of LGC-opers on a disc

D " #.32 For all our purposes, an LGC-oper on # can be understood to define the triple

(E,#, ELB), where E is a principal LGC-bundle on #, # a holomorphic connection on E,

and ELB a reduction of E to an LB-bundle (LB being a Borel subgroup of LGC). Altogether,

one can conclude that (6.49) implies that

z(V"h!(gC)) $= Fun OpLgC(D). (6.50)

This result is also proved as Theorem 9 in loc. cit..

Note at this point that LGC-opers on D can actually be represented explicitly by the

operator (see §9.3 of [49])

!z + p"1 +
l!

i=1

%S(si)(z)O(w)& pi, (6.51)

where here, one recalls from §5 that the space C[!m
z S(si)]i=1,...,l; m$0 (of di"erential polyno-

mials on the holomorphic spin-si fields S(si) with complex coe!cients) gives z(V"h!(gC));

O(w) ' V"h!(gC); w is an arbitrary point in D; and p"1 and pi are constant matrices as-

sociated with the generators of LgC. As the S(si)’s have regular OPE’s with all elements

of V"h!(gC),33 the correlation function %S(si)(z)O(w)& will be regular in (z ! w). Because

32In general, Fun OpLgC(D) is the algebra of functions on the space of LgC-opers on a disc D " !. However,
since GC is simply-connected and so, LGC is of adjoint-type, an LgC-oper is the same as an LGC-oper [9].

33The alert reader would have noticed that a priori, the OPE’s of !zY a
L = Aa

z with themselves are not
regular, which contradicts our present claim that the S(si)’s – which are z-di"erential polynomials in Az –
have regular OPE’s with all fields, including themselves. There is actually no contradiction here, as we shall
now explain. Firstly, as R ( ) when k ( !h!, (6.29) implies (since wa *= 0) that Aa ( ). However,
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T-Duality of  Infinite volume limit sigma model 

and isomorphism of  W-algebras 
  

By taking the infinite volume limit of the sigma model, 
one can show that it enjoys a generalized T-duality 
which will allow us to derive the following identity: 
 
 
 
By going back to the finite volume limit, the symmetries of 
the sigma model greatly reduce, and we only have 
 
 
which means that  
 
 
 
 
 

spectrum H!
eQ spanned by left-moving, non-vacuum states |O !! which obey Qs!|O !! = 0 for

all s, can be written as

H!
eQ = H!

f!"
"H!

f!""fYL
"H!

fYL
, (6.45)

where states in the sectors H!
f!"

, H!
f!""fYL

, and H!
fYL

correspond to local holomorphic opera-

tors given by z-di!erential polynomials on the (!i, "i), (!i, "i, Y a
L ) and Y a

L fields, respectively,

which all commute with the Qs!
’s. According to our above discussion of HfYL

, and a com-

parison of (6.42) with (6.36), we find that H!
fYL

can be identified with the local holomorphic

operators whose Laurent expansion coe"cients generate a W-algebra WLk(
LgC) at level Lk,

where (Lk + Lh#)$1 = LR
2

= r#(k + h#), and Lh# is the dual Coxeter numbers of LgC.

The {Q1, . . . ,Ql}-invariant spectrum of states ought to map back to itself under any

duality of the local sigma model. Therefore, under the T -duality of the model, we ought to

have an isomorphism H eQ
#= H!

eQ. As the distinct sectors of both H eQ and H!
eQ do not mix,

the isomorphism H eQ
#= H!

eQ would imply the isomorphisms Hf!"
#= H!

f!"
, Hf!""fYL

#= H!
f!""fYL

,

and HfYL

#= H!
fYL

. In particular, we find that the isomorphism HfYL

#= H!
fYL

– in view of our

above analysis of HfYL
and H!

fYL
and their relations to W-algebras – can also be expressed as

Wk(gC) #= WLk(
LgC) where (Lk + Lh#)$1 = r#(k + h#). (6.46)

The above isomorphism of W-algebras – which has been shown here to be a direct con-

sequence of T -duality – has also been derived via a similar albeit abstract algebraic CFT

approach in §8.6 of [49].

Validity of W-Algebra Isomorphism on Arbitrary Worldsheets

Last but not least, note that the explicit expressions of the stress tensors T (z) and !T (z̄)

in (6.31) and (6.32) imply that the Y –Y CFT they describe actually leads to an underlying

local theory whose overall action can also be written as

Iequiv =
1

#

"

!

|d2z|$g e$2#(z,z̄)

#

$
|"+|%

i=1

{!i$z̄"
i + %i

z̄$z%i + $z̄(V
i · Y )$z(Vi · Y )}+Rz̄z(V · YL)

&

' .

(6.47)

Here, gzz̄ = gz̄z = 2e$2#(z,z̄) – with &(z, z̄) being a function of z and z̄ – are the nonzero

components of the metric on the arbitrary worldsheet # whose determinant is g, and Rz̄z is

the Ricci curvature of #. As such, even though (6.46) appears a priori to have been derived

under the assumption that the worldsheet is a flat semi-infinite cylinder, it really holds for
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that span A when X = SL(2)/B, and since the expressions of {JGC} for other higher-

dimensional examples of X (like the expressions of the holomorphic stress tensors T!(z)

which generate the conformal symmetries of the local model) would just be generalizations

of the expression of {JGC} for X = SL(2)/B, one can also conclude that the set {JGC}
would be !ī-free, always. According to our Q-Čech cohomology dictionary again, this last

fact then means that {JGC} ! H0(X, !!ch,tw
X ) for any X, where A =

"qR=|!+|
qR=0 HqR(X, !!ch,tw

X ).

In other words, the JGC currents are global sections of the sheaf !!ch,tw
X of TCDO’s which

is described locally by the local sigma model over U " X. This implies that among the

(continuous family of) CFT’s (parameterized by the 1-vector V in (6.31)) which underlie

the local model, only those CFT’s which allow for a construction of a"ne GC currents {JGC}
out of the holomorphic bose fields {"i, #i, Y a

L } and their z-derivatives, would survive the

“lift” to the global model.

A direct way to determine for what value(s) of V would the resulting CFT underlying

the local model allow for a construction of {JGC}, is to check if the corresponding holomorphic

stress tensor T!(z) is amenable to a Sugawara construction involving a set of a"ne GC

currents which we can naturally identify as {JGC}. With regard to this, note that out of the

("i, #i, Y a
L ) fields (whose OPE’s are given in (6.24)–(6.25)) and their z-derivatives, one can

define a holomorphic stress tensor

Tsug(z) = #
|!+|#

i=1

: "i$z#
i : #1

2
: $zYL · $zYL : #R% · i$2

zYL (6.48)

which is amenable to a Sugawara construction at level k, where R = 1/
$

k + h! [53]. Com-

paring Tsug(z) with T!(z) in (6.35), one can see that the sought-after CFT which would

survive (at least classically) the “lift” to the global model is the one in which the value of V

gives 1/R =
$

k + h! = 0, i.e., k = #h!. Therefore, the particular W-algebra isomorphism

in (6.46) that would also hold in the global model is the one whereby k = #h! and Lk =%,

i.e.,

W"h!(gC) &= W#(LgC). (6.49)

It also means that the set {JGC} ! A would furnish an a"ne GC-algebra at the critical level

k = #h! – a conclusion which is consistent with our results in §5.

A!ne GC-Algebras At Critical Level Parameterized by LGC-Opers on the Worldsheet

Now recall from the last subsection that Wk(gC) is generated by the Laurent expansion

coe"cients of the holomorphic fields which define HfYL
for arbitrary level k. Also, note
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that the minimum (conformal) dimension of the holomorphic fields whose Laurent expansion

coe!cients spanWk(gC), is two; the dimension-two field in question is TR(z) (given in (6.34)),

and its Laurent expansion coe!cients generate a Virasoro subalgebra of Wk(gC) [53]. These

last two facts imply that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies Wk(gC) must be

spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the !zY a
L ’s or rather, the Aa

z ’s. At k = !h!,

recall from §5 that the center z(V"h!(gC)) – of the chiral algebra V"h!(gC) generated by {JGC}
and their z-derivatives – is spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the Aa

z ’s. The

question then is whether the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W"h!(gC) can actually

be identified with z(V"h!(gC)); the answer according to [49], is “yes”. Also established

in loc. cit. is the fact that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W#(LgC) can be

identified with the algebra Fun OpLgC(D) of functions on the space of LGC-opers on a disc

D " #.32 For all our purposes, an LGC-oper on # can be understood to define the triple

(E,#, ELB), where E is a principal LGC-bundle on #, # a holomorphic connection on E,

and ELB a reduction of E to an LB-bundle (LB being a Borel subgroup of LGC). Altogether,

one can conclude that (6.49) implies that

z(V"h!(gC)) $= Fun OpLgC(D). (6.50)

This result is also proved as Theorem 9 in loc. cit..

Note at this point that LGC-opers on D can actually be represented explicitly by the

operator (see §9.3 of [49])

!z + p"1 +
l!

i=1

%S(si)(z)O(w)& pi, (6.51)

where here, one recalls from §5 that the space C[!m
z S(si)]i=1,...,l; m$0 (of di"erential polyno-

mials on the holomorphic spin-si fields S(si) with complex coe!cients) gives z(V"h!(gC));

O(w) ' V"h!(gC); w is an arbitrary point in D; and p"1 and pi are constant matrices as-

sociated with the generators of LgC. As the S(si)’s have regular OPE’s with all elements

of V"h!(gC),33 the correlation function %S(si)(z)O(w)& will be regular in (z ! w). Because

32In general, Fun OpLgC(D) is the algebra of functions on the space of LgC-opers on a disc D " !. However,
since GC is simply-connected and so, LGC is of adjoint-type, an LgC-oper is the same as an LGC-oper [9].

33The alert reader would have noticed that a priori, the OPE’s of !zY a
L = Aa

z with themselves are not
regular, which contradicts our present claim that the S(si)’s – which are z-di"erential polynomials in Az –
have regular OPE’s with all fields, including themselves. There is actually no contradiction here, as we shall
now explain. Firstly, as R ( ) when k ( !h!, (6.29) implies (since wa *= 0) that Aa ( ). However,
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Affine G-algebras at critical level parameterized 

by ^LG-Opers 
  

Recall that we had 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 So thru the A-dependence and   
we have an affine G-algebra at critical level parameterized by 

opers associated with the Langlands dual of G.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To do so, one must again use the admissible automorphisms of the free conformal field

theories defined in (4.23)-(4.25) to glue the free-fields together. Since the underlying sigma

model is nonanomalous, one ought to be able to define the sheaf of TCDO’s globally on X.

Global Sections of the Sheaf

As X = GC/B has complex dimension |!+|, we have A =
!qR=|!+|

qR=0 HqR(X, ""ch,tw
X ).

Thus, in order to determine the chiral algebra of the sigma model, one needs to ascertain

the global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw
X ) of the sheaf ""ch,tw

X , and its Čech cohomology Hp(X, ""ch,tw
X )

for p = 1, 2, . . . , |!+|.
First, let us compute the global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw

X ). For brevity, we shall again focus

on the dimension 0 and 1 operators only; the higher-dimensional cases can be obtained in a

similar manner. At dimension 0, the space of global sections H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;0 ) must be spanned

by regular polynomials in the !i’s, i.e., ""ch,tw
X;0 is just the sheaf OX of regular holomorphic

functions in the !i’s on X. Since all globally-defined regular holomorphic functions on a

compact, connected, complex manifold such as X are equivalent to constants [51], we find

that H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;0 ) is one-dimensional and generated by 1.

What about the space H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;1 ) of global sections of dimension 1? In order to get

a global section of ""ch,tw
X of dimension 1, we can act on a (gauge-invariant) global section of

""ch,tw
X of dimension 0 with the partial derivative "z. Since "z1 = 0, this prescription will not

apply here.

One could also consider dimension 1 operators of the form fi(!)Dz!i = fi(!)"z!i +

Aa
zV

i
a (!), where fi(!) and V i

a (!) are globally-defined holomorphic functions of the !k’s. The

operator fi(!)"z!i, by virtue of the way it transforms purely geometrically under (4.23),

would correspond to a section of "1
X , the sheaf of holomorphic di#erential one-forms f(!)d!

on X; from the classical result H0(X, "1
X) = 0, which continues to hold in the quantum

theory, it is clear that fi(!)Dz!i /! H0(X, ""ch,tw
X;1 ).

As before, the remaining possibility at dimension 1 is to find operators that contain the

#i’s. To this end, consider the operators

Je!i
= #!i +

|!+|#

j=1

: P i
j (!)#j :, i = 1, 2, . . . , l;

Jha = "
|!+|#

j=1

Dj : !j#j : +Aa
z , a = 1, 2, . . . , l; (5.48)

Jf!i
=

|!+|#

j=1

: Qi
j(!)#j : +Ci"z!

!i + Aa
z!

!i , a = i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
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that the minimum (conformal) dimension of the holomorphic fields whose Laurent expansion

coe!cients spanWk(gC), is two; the dimension-two field in question is TR(z) (given in (6.34)),

and its Laurent expansion coe!cients generate a Virasoro subalgebra of Wk(gC) [53]. These

last two facts imply that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies Wk(gC) must be

spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the !zY a
L ’s or rather, the Aa

z ’s. At k = !h!,

recall from §5 that the center z(V"h!(gC)) – of the chiral algebra V"h!(gC) generated by {JGC}
and their z-derivatives – is spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the Aa

z ’s. The

question then is whether the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W"h!(gC) can actually

be identified with z(V"h!(gC)); the answer according to [49], is “yes”. Also established

in loc. cit. is the fact that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W#(LgC) can be

identified with the algebra Fun OpLgC(D) of functions on the space of LGC-opers on a disc

D " #.32 For all our purposes, an LGC-oper on # can be understood to define the triple

(E,#, ELB), where E is a principal LGC-bundle on #, # a holomorphic connection on E,

and ELB a reduction of E to an LB-bundle (LB being a Borel subgroup of LGC). Altogether,

one can conclude that (6.49) implies that

z(V"h!(gC)) $= Fun OpLgC(D). (6.50)

This result is also proved as Theorem 9 in loc. cit..

Note at this point that LGC-opers on D can actually be represented explicitly by the

operator (see §9.3 of [49])

!z + p"1 +
l!

i=1

%S(si)(z)O(w)& pi, (6.51)

where here, one recalls from §5 that the space C[!m
z S(si)]i=1,...,l; m$0 (of di"erential polyno-

mials on the holomorphic spin-si fields S(si) with complex coe!cients) gives z(V"h!(gC));

O(w) ' V"h!(gC); w is an arbitrary point in D; and p"1 and pi are constant matrices as-

sociated with the generators of LgC. As the S(si)’s have regular OPE’s with all elements

of V"h!(gC),33 the correlation function %S(si)(z)O(w)& will be regular in (z ! w). Because

32In general, Fun OpLgC(D) is the algebra of functions on the space of LgC-opers on a disc D " !. However,
since GC is simply-connected and so, LGC is of adjoint-type, an LgC-oper is the same as an LGC-oper [9].

33The alert reader would have noticed that a priori, the OPE’s of !zY a
L = Aa

z with themselves are not
regular, which contradicts our present claim that the S(si)’s – which are z-di"erential polynomials in Az –
have regular OPE’s with all fields, including themselves. There is actually no contradiction here, as we shall
now explain. Firstly, as R ( ) when k ( !h!, (6.29) implies (since wa *= 0) that Aa ( ). However,
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Holomorphic G-bundles on Σ 

 We have a current algebra on Σ 
 
 
 
 
 
whose zero modes obey the Lie algebra of G 
 
 
 
 
which we can then exponentiate to define a principal G-bundle 
over Σ. This bundle would be holomorphic because the J 
generators are holomorphic in w.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

that also span the chiral algebra of the flag manifold model. Along the way, we will also

get to understand, from a purely physical perspective, the uniqueness or non-uniqueness

property of the Hecke eigensheaves for various ! as established mathematically, from the

anomaly-cancellation conditions of the model.

7.1. A Geometric Langlands Correspondence For GC

Before we proceed any further, let us first state certain facts which have important

implications for our analysis throughout this section. One, if the genus of ! is g, then the

dimension of the space of (unramified) LGC-opers on ! of g = 0, 1 and ! 2 are, 1, rank LGC

and dimLGC(2g"1), respectively; this means that our result from §6 - that there is a family

of a"ne GC-algebras at critical level parameterized by LGC-opers on the worldsheet ! - holds

true for any g. Two, recall from our analysis in §3 and §5 however, that the flag manifold

model has an anomaly quantified by 1
2c1(!)cTC

1 (X), where X is the flag manifold of GC, and

TC is the Cartan subgroup of the compact real form of GC; thus, since cTC
1 (X) #= 0, the flag

manifold model is actually anomalous when g #= 1. Three, the last statement being made,

notice from our analysis in §3 that the 1
2c1(!)cTC

1 (X) anomaly arises due to the nontriviality

of the canonical bundle K over !; hence, our model can still be physically well-defined for

arbitrary g if one introduces the right number of punctures on ! whence the resulting K

is e#ectively trivial. Finally, note that in the theory of Riemann surfaces, punctures are

also known as marked points which can be realized by fixing the positions of local operators

that may be defined over them.34 Altogether therefore, let us assume that all correlation

functions considered henceforth contain the right number of fixed-positioned local operators

whence the model is nonanomalous and thus physically consistent.

Holomorphic GC-bundles on !

Let us now begin this subsection proper by explaining how holomorphic GC-bundles on

! can be defined in the presence of an a"ne algebra !gC of GC in the flag manifold model.

Recall that for the flag manifold model, we have (in the standard basis) the current-current

OPE

Ja(z)Jb(w) $ " h!dab

(z " w)2
+

"

c

fab
c Jc(w)

(z " w)
, (7.1)

34The flag manifold model is not conformal and so, we do not have a CFT state-operator isomorphism
whence we can replace an arbitrary puncture with a local operator. Nevertheless, since there are an infinite
number of choices of punctures on !, let us, for convenience, choose those that can be replaced by local
operators.
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where a, b = 1, . . . , dim(gC). Here, gC is the Lie algebra of GC; fab
c are the structure constants

of gC; dab is the Cartan-Killing metric of gC; and h! is the dual Coxeter number of gC. Note

also that since the above dimension-one current operators are holomorphic over !, they can

be expanded in a Laurent expansion around the point w in ! as

Ja(z) =
!

n

Jn
a (w)(z ! w)"n"1. (7.2)

Consequently, from the above current-current OPE, we will get the commuator relation

[Jn
a (w), Jm

b (w)] =
!

c

fab
cJn+m

c (w)! (h!dab) n !n+m,0. (7.3)

As such, the Lie algebra gC generated by the zero-modes of the currents will be given by

[J0
a(w), J0

b (w)] =
!

c

fab
cJ0

c (w). (7.4)

One can then exponentiate the above generators that span gC to define an element of GC;

since these generators depend on the point w in !, it will mean that one can, via this

exponential map, consistently define a nontrivial principal GC-bundle over all of !. Moreover,

this bundle will be holomorphic as the underlying generators vary holomorphically in w over

!.

About the Moduli Space BunGC of Holomorphic GC-bundles on !

Now that we have seen how holomorphic GC-bundles on ! can be naturally defined

in the flag manifold model, let us review certain technical facts about their moduli space

BunGC which will be essential to our forthcoming discussions. Firstly, note that we have the

identification (see (7.8) of [49])

BunGC
"= GCout\GC((t))/GC[[t]], (7.5)

where t is a local coordinate around a point x # !; GC((t)) is the corresponding loop group

characterizing the space of continuous maps S1 $ GC; GCout is the group of algebraic maps

!\x $ GC; and GC[[t]] is the group of GC matrices whose entries are elements of the ring

of formal power series in t. Secondly, as a consequence of (7.5), the tangent space TPBunGC

to the point in BunGC corresponding to a GC-bundle P is isomorphic to the double quotient
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A Sheaf  of  correlation functions over Bun(G) 

 Consider the bosonic operators Φ in the chiral algebra that 
are also primary field operators of highest weight zero 
 
 
 
 
Under a infinitesimal motion in Bun(G), an n-point correlation 

function varies as   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

will imply that ! = 0 while h! can be arbitrary. For ! = 0, we have dim|!| = 1; thus, from

(7.8), we ought to have

Ja(z)!0(z!) ! "(t0a) !0(z!)

z " z! , (7.10)

where !0(z) is the sole, bosonic, holomorphic primary field operator of the flag manifold

model, and the t0a’s are just constants.

In §5, we saw that the global sections H0(X, "ch,tw
X ) of the sheaf of TCDO’s furnish

a module of !gC at k = "h" with highest weight 0. Thus, a candidate for !0(z) would be

a (bosonic) local operator that corresponds to some element of H0(X, "ch,tw
X ). Since !0(z)

is the sole primary field operator, it should correspond to an element in H0(X, "ch,tw
X,0 ) –

the one-dimensional subspace of H0(X, "ch,tw
X ) whose sole element corresponds to a scaling

dimension 0 (bosonic) local operator in the Q-cohomology. Hence, one can regard !0(z) as

a scaling dimension 0 local operator in the chiral algebra of the flag manifold model.

A Sheaf of Correlation Functions Over BunGC

Now consider the n-point correlation function
"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#
, where the zi’s are n

fixed and distinct points in #. This correlation function of purely bosonic operators with

zero U(1)R-charge is nonvanishing in the theory at hand: since the relevant set of (degree-

one) twisted holomorphic maps is empty when there are n marked points on #, p in (4.6),

which is the U(1)R-charge a correlation function is required to have in order for it to be

nonvanishing, is zero. From the multi-point generalization of (7.7) and the OPE relation

(7.10), we find that the variation of the n-point correlation function under an infinitesimal

deformation of P would be given by

""

"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#
= "

n$

k=1

1

2#i

%

Ck

dz

z " zk
$a(z) t0a

"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#

= "
n$

k=1

$a(zk) t0a
"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#
. (7.11)

The second equality follows because Ck is a small loop around the point zk. Since the

zk’s are pre-specified, the expression $a(zk)t0a is just some nonzero number; in other words,

the variation of the n-point correlation function is just some multiple of itself. Hence, as

we move along BunGC when we deform P infinitesimally, the n-point correlation function

$n =
"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#
changes as $n # $!

n, where $!
n = %$n for some constant %. In

this sense, we have a one-dimensional sheaf of n-point correlation functions in the primary

field operators !0(z) over BunGC , and its section is given by $n.
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D-module on Bun(G) 

                                       
Consider the case of G = SL(2). We have 
 
 
 
 
where for λ = 0, like in our case, we have   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One can also make the following physical observation. Notice that !!

!
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

"
=

! #
C dz "aJa(z) · !0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

"
can also be interpreted (to lowest order in sigma-model

perturbation theory) as the variation in the n-point correlation function due to a marginal

deformation of the sigma-model action by the term
#

dz "aJa(z). Since a deformation of the

action by the dimensionless term
#

dz "aJa(z) is tantamount to a displacement in the moduli

space of the sigma-model itself, it will mean that !!

!
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

"
is also the variation

in the n-point correlation function due to a change in the moduli of the sigma-model. This

implies that BunGC will at least correspond to a subspace of the entire moduli space of the

flag manifold model. This last statement should come as no surprise since P is actually

derived from the a"ne GC-algebra of the flag manifold model (as explained above) whose

realization in turn does depend on the moduli.

D-Modules on BunGC

At any rate, it can be shown that #n actually represents a D-module on BunGC –

where D is a free polynomial algebra in certain holomorphic di$erential operators on BunGC

– as follows. For ease of illustration, let us first consider the case where GC = SL(2).

An important point to note at this juncture is that the OPE in (7.8) has an alternative

representation as

Ja(z)V"(x, z!) ! DaV"(x, z!)

z " z!
, (7.12)

where V"(x, z!) is some polynomial function in a complex variable x which represents the

primary field operator !"
r (z

!) inserted at z!, and the Da’s are di$erential operators given by

D+ = "x2#x +
#

2$x, (7.13)

D0 = "x#x +
$#
2
, (7.14)

D" = "#x. (7.15)

For the flag manifold model, we have $ = 0; thus, !0(z!) would be represented by V0(x, z!),

and the corresponding di$erential operators would be given by

D+ = "x2#x, (7.16)

D0 = "x#x, (7.17)

D" = "#x. (7.18)

From (i) the expression of the spin-2 Segal-Sugawara stress tensor S(2)(z) = S(z) in (5.22),

(ii) the relation (7.12), and (iii) the formulas (7.16)–(7.18), it is clear that one can inter-

pret the n-point correlation function #n =
!
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

"
as some polynomial function
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D-module on Bun(G) 

                                       
What this means is that the n-point correlation function is 
also a function of x’s, i.e. 
 
 
 
 
and since it is a sheaf over Bun(G), one can naturally 
interpret the x’s as holomorphic coordinates on Bun(G).  
 
 
In turn, this means that S(z), which is second order in the J’s, will 
act as a second-order differential operator on Ψ in Bun(G).       
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

!n(x1|z1, . . . , xn|zn) in the variables xi (and constants zi) which S(z) acts on as a second-

order di"erential operator. Since !n is also a section of a sheaf over BunSL(2), one can regard

the xi’s as holomorphic coordinates on BunSL(2). This means that one can interpret S(z) –

via its action on !n(x1|z1, . . . , xn|zn) – as a (second-order) holomorphic di"erential operator

on (some line bundle on) BunSL(2).35

The arguments for groups other than SL(2) are analogous; for example, see §15.7.4

of [57] for the SL(3) case. In short, for general GC, the spin-si tensors S(si)(z) – whose expres-

sions are given in (5.54) – in their action on !n(x1
1|z1, . . . , x

|!+|
1 |z1, . . . , x1

n|zn, . . . , x
|!+|
n |zn)

– the corresponding n-point correlation functions for general GC with |#+| number of posi-

tive roots – can be interpreted as sth
i -order holomorphic di"erential operators on (some line

bundle on) BunGC .

That said, recall from our analysis in §5 that because the level of the underlying a$ne

GC-algebra is critical, the S(si)(z)’s are actually purely classical, c-number fields – in other

words, the S(si)(z)’s e"ectively multiply the (correlation functions of) local operators by a

c-number in their action on them. Since each S(si)(z) can either transform as a projective

connection or degree-si di"erential on % depending on whether si = 2 or si > 2, respec-

tively [49], our discussions in this and the previous paragraph imply that

Dsi · !n(x1
1|z1, . . . , x

|!+|
n |zn) = &si

" !n(x1
1|z1, . . . , x

|!+|
n |zn), (7.19)

where Dsi is an sth
i -order holomorphic di"erential operator on (some line bundle on) BunGC ,

and &si
" is either a projective connection or degree-si di"erential on % that is associated with

S(si)(z). From (7.19), it is clear that !n is a D-module on BunGC , where D is a free poly-

nomial algebra in the Dsi-operators. Alternatively, one can interpret !n as a simultaneous

eigenvector of the Dsi-operators with eigenvalues &si
" .

A Geometric Langlands Correspondence for GC

We are now finally ready to demonstrate, purely physically, a geometric Langlands cor-

respondence for GC. To this end, first note that since all the S(si)’s have regular OPE’s with

the set {Ja}, the formula (7.6) tells us that the S(si)’s are constant over all of BunGC ; this

means that the corresponding di"erential operators Dsi are globally well-defined. Second,

since the S(si)’s are e"ectively c-number fields, they and therefore the corresponding di"er-

ential operators Dsi , ought to commute with one another. Third, note that except for the

35Why S(z) in its action on !n must be interpreted as a holomorphic di"erential operator on some line
bundle on BunSL(2) and not just on BunSL(2), will be clarified shortly. For now, and similarly in the next
few paragraphs, we shall just accept this to be true.
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For the case of general G, we can thus write 
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on Bun(G) associated with the S(si)(z)’s, while the Ω’s are degree si 
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1.The S(si)(z)’s have nonsingular OPE’s with the J’s. So by 
the formula  

we find that the S(si)’s and therefore the D(si)’s are constant 
and thus globally well-defined on Bun(G) 
 
2. Since the S(si)’s are effectively c-numbers, they and 
therefore the D(si)’s, commute with one another.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

gCout\gC((t))/gC[[t]]; thus, any element !(t) = !aJa(t) of the loop algebra gC((t)) – where

one sums over the index a, and where !a is a t-dependent c-number – would give rise to a

tangent vector " in TPBunGC ; in turn, this means that the variation of some local holomorphic

operator S(si)(x) (of say, scaling dimension si) at x under an infinitesimal deformation of P
moving along BunGC would be given by

#!S
(si)(x) =

!

C
!a(t){Ja(t) · S(si)(x)} dt, (7.6)

where C is a small loop around the point x, and Ja(t) · S(si)(x) denotes the OPE between

Ja and S(si). Note that (7.6) applies to correlation functions of operators as well, i.e., for a

one-point correlation function !!0(x)" of some local holomorphic operator !0(x) inserted at

x, its variation under an infinitesimal deformation of P moving along BunGC would be given

by

#!

"
!0(x)

#
=

" !

C
!a(t){Ja(t) · !0(x)} dt

#
. (7.7)

The above formula also has an obvious mutli-point generalization.

Local Primary Field Operators From the Chiral Algebra

As we will explain briefly, the sought-after Hecke eigensheaves on BunGC can be inter-

preted as the correlation functions of certain local primary field operators of the flag manifold

model. As such, it would be useful to describe these particular operators first. By definition,

the holomorphic primary field operators !"
s (z) of any theory with a holomorphic a"ne GC

OPE algebra obey (in the standard basis) the following OPE relations with the holomorphic

currents [57]:

Ja(z)!"
r (z

!) # $
$

s

(t"a)rs !"
s (z

!)

z $ z! , (7.8)

where t"a is a matrix in the representation of gC with highest weight $; r, s = 1, . . . , dim|$|;
and a = 1, . . . , dim(gC).

Note that the scaling dimension h" of the local operators !"
s (z) obeys the formula [57]

2(k + h")h" = ($, $ + 2%), (7.9)

where k is the level of the a"ne algebra %gC of GC; h" is the dual Coxeter number; and % is

the Weyl vector. In the flag manifold model, the level is critical at k = $h"; therefore, (7.9)
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3. Because dim D(si)’s = dim S(si)’s = dim Bun(G), we have a 
holonomic differential equation and thus Ψ.   
 
4. Recall that we had the isomorphism   
 
 
 
which means that we have the isomorphism  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

that the minimum (conformal) dimension of the holomorphic fields whose Laurent expansion

coe!cients spanWk(gC), is two; the dimension-two field in question is TR(z) (given in (6.34)),

and its Laurent expansion coe!cients generate a Virasoro subalgebra of Wk(gC) [53]. These

last two facts imply that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies Wk(gC) must be

spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the !zY a
L ’s or rather, the Aa

z ’s. At k = !h!,

recall from §5 that the center z(V"h!(gC)) – of the chiral algebra V"h!(gC) generated by {JGC}
and their z-derivatives – is spanned by certain z-di"erential polynomials on the Aa

z ’s. The

question then is whether the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W"h!(gC) can actually

be identified with z(V"h!(gC)); the answer according to [49], is “yes”. Also established

in loc. cit. is the fact that the set of holomorphic fields which underlies W#(LgC) can be

identified with the algebra Fun OpLgC(D) of functions on the space of LGC-opers on a disc

D " #.32 For all our purposes, an LGC-oper on # can be understood to define the triple

(E,#, ELB), where E is a principal LGC-bundle on #, # a holomorphic connection on E,

and ELB a reduction of E to an LB-bundle (LB being a Borel subgroup of LGC). Altogether,

one can conclude that (6.49) implies that

z(V"h!(gC)) $= Fun OpLgC(D). (6.50)

This result is also proved as Theorem 9 in loc. cit..

Note at this point that LGC-opers on D can actually be represented explicitly by the

operator (see §9.3 of [49])

!z + p"1 +
l!

i=1

%S(si)(z)O(w)& pi, (6.51)

where here, one recalls from §5 that the space C[!m
z S(si)]i=1,...,l; m$0 (of di"erential polyno-

mials on the holomorphic spin-si fields S(si) with complex coe!cients) gives z(V"h!(gC));

O(w) ' V"h!(gC); w is an arbitrary point in D; and p"1 and pi are constant matrices as-

sociated with the generators of LgC. As the S(si)’s have regular OPE’s with all elements

of V"h!(gC),33 the correlation function %S(si)(z)O(w)& will be regular in (z ! w). Because

32In general, Fun OpLgC(D) is the algebra of functions on the space of LgC-opers on a disc D " !. However,
since GC is simply-connected and so, LGC is of adjoint-type, an LgC-oper is the same as an LGC-oper [9].

33The alert reader would have noticed that a priori, the OPE’s of !zY a
L = Aa

z with themselves are not
regular, which contradicts our present claim that the S(si)’s – which are z-di"erential polynomials in Az –
have regular OPE’s with all fields, including themselves. There is actually no contradiction here, as we shall
now explain. Firstly, as R ( ) when k ( !h!, (6.29) implies (since wa *= 0) that Aa ( ). However,
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constant functions, there are no global commuting di!erential operators on BunGC ; thus,

each Dsi is necessarily a holomorphic di!erential operator F acting on some line bundle L
on BunGC . To ascertain what L is, let s and u be compactly-supported sections of L and

L!1 ! !, respectively, where ! is the canonical bundle of (middle-dimensional forms on)

BunGC . Then, uFs is a section of ! which one can integrate over any real slice Z of the com-

plex manifold BunGC to define the inner product "u|F |s# =
!

Z uFs. Via integration by parts,

one can always introduce the transpose operator F t – defined by "u|F |s# = "s|F t|u# – via

the relation
!

Z uFs =
!

Z(F tu)s. Clearly, F t ought to act on L!1 ! !. At any rate, because

the di!erential operators Dsi commute with one another, F can be represented by a purely

diagonal matrix whose transpose is itself, i.e., F = F t. This means that F and F t must act

on bundles which are isomorphic, i.e., L $= L!1 ! !; this implies that L = !
1
2 . Fourth, note

that because each S(si) either transforms as a projective connection or degree-si di!erential

on ", for g > 1, the space of all S(si)’s would be given by Proj(") % &l
i=2H

0(", #"ei+1) of

dimension
"l

i=1(2ei + 1)(g ' 1) = dim GC(g ' 1), where Proj(") is a projective connection

on "; si = ei + 1; ei is an exponent of GC; and l is the rank of GC. In other words, there are

altogether dim GC(g ' 1) holomorphic di!erential operators Dsi which obey (7.19). Since

dim BunGC = dim GC(g' 1), it would mean that the system of di!erential equations defined

by (7.19) and consequently $n, is holonomic. In summary, for g > 1, $n is a holonomic

D-module on BunGC defined by the system of di!erential equations in (7.19), where D is a

polynomial algebra in the global commuting holomorphic di!erential operators Dsi on the

line bundle !
1
2 on BunGC . Moreover, from (i) the isomorphism in (6.50), (ii) the obser-

vation made thereafter that LGC-opers on the disc D ( " can be extended to LGC-opers

on ", and (iii) the fact that the LHS of (6.50) can be identified with the polynomial alge-

bra in the S(si)’s, we have the identification Fun OpLgC(X)'̃)D. As such, for g > 1, $n

can be identified with the Hecke eigensheaf of the geometric Langlands program defined by

Beilinson and Drinfeld in [9]. (In what sense is $n an eigensheaf of a Hecke operator will

be explained shortly.) In addition, notice that since $n is the n-point correlation function

in the dimension 0 bosonic local operators %0(z) of the chiral algebra of the flag manifold

model, (7.10) would imply that the realization of $n depends on the realization of the set

{Ja}. Notice also that our concluding result in §6 – which states that we have a family of

{Ja}’s parameterized by LGC-opers on " – implies that for each choice of a holomorphic
LGC-bundle (with an oper structure) on ", we have a realization of the set {Ja}. Altogether

therefore, our analysis in this paragraph tells us that for every holomorphic LGC-bundle on

" with g > 1, there corresponds a Hecke eigensheaf $n on BunGC . This is nothing but the
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5. Recall that we have a family of J currents of G 
parametrized by ^LG opers or bundles on Σ. In turn, since 
the realization of Ψ depends on the J’s, for every ^LG-
bundle, we have a Ψ.    
 
Altogether from 1-5, we have a GEOMETRIC LANGLANDS 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR G!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The infinite volume limit of  the flag manifold 

model and CS theory 

 Let G be simply-laced. Then, in the infinite volume limit 
of the sigma model, its action will be 
 
 
 
 
This is a WZW model for (compact) G at level   
 
So, via the seminal work of Witten,  correlation functions 
of local operators of the sigma model carry information 
about knots in the CS theory of the 3-space split along Σ.  

path integral by a factor of exp
!
!2!(2! 2g)" · Y0/

"
#k + h!

$
, where g is the genus of !.47

Thus, from the viewpoint of the string theory described by the flag manifold model, one can

interpret this factor as g2"2g
s , where

gs = exp

%
! 2!" · Y0"

#k + h!

&
(9.3)

is the string coupling. Hence, by tuning gs, we can vary #k and vice-versa. In the limit

k " !h! whence R"#, we also have, from (9.2), #k " !h! and therefore gs " 0. One can

therefore interpret the “classical” Langlands duality limit of k " !h! as the zero coupling,

classical limit of the string. (The rationale for the word “classical” is that the isomorphism

(6.46) of W-algebras at k $= !h! underlies – according to [70] – what is mathematically

termed as the “quantum” geometric Langlands correspondence.)

At any rate, let us, for simplicity, consider ! = S2!{p1, p2, . . . , pn}, where pi represents

the i-th point deleted; in this case, the canonical bundle K of ! will be trivial. Since we are

in the infinite X-volume limit where there can be no worldsheet instanton contributions, the

triviality of K and (4.6) will mean that there can be no # zero modes either. One can then

integrate out the # fields that appear in (9.1) by performing the Gaussian integral over its

nonzero modes, and e"ectively write I# as

I#,e! =
1

!

'

"

|d2z|%g e"2!(z,z̄)

(

)
|#+|*

i=1

{$i%z̄&
i + %z̄(V

i · Y )%z(Vi · Y )}! i
Rz̄z"
#k + h!

(" · Y )

+

, .

(9.4)

If we consider values of gs such that #k is an integer,48 according to [71], I#,e! is just the

action of a WZW model for simply-connected, simply-laced G at level #k! (The reason why

the gauge group is G and not GC is because the topological term in the WZW model dictates

that the gauge group be a compact, simple Lie group whenever the level #k is an integer [48].)

Conformal Blocks of the WZW Model

As there is an a#ne algebra #g of G at level #k from our e"ective theory with action (9.4),

we have the relation

Ja(z)$"
r (z

$) & !
*

s

(t"a)rs $"
s (z

$)

z ! z$
, (9.5)

47One can see this by noting that (i) |d2z| = idz ' dz̄, 2!c1(!) = !iRz̄zdz ' dz̄,
-
! c1 = 2! 2g, (ii) Wick

rotating the action back to Minkowskian signature involves multiplying the action by i.
48One could of course consider non-integer values of #k, but this would involve certain technical subtleties

which would take us beyond the scope of the present paper.
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The holomorphic conformal blocks 
 
 
of local primary operators which obey 
 
 
 
can be associated with knot invariants.  
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Figure 3: Path integral over whole of M

where the J ’s are dimension-one currents of !g; the !’s are local, holomorphic, bosonic

primary field operators of !g; t!a is a matrix in the representation of the Lie algebra g of G

with highest weight !; r, s = 1, . . . , dim|!|; and a = 1, . . . , dim(g).

Note that the scaling dimension h! of the operator !!
s (z) obeys the formula [57]

2(!k + h!)h! = (!, ! + 2"). (9.6)

Since k != "h! in the infinite-volume limit of the flag manifold model and therefore, !k != "h!

in the e"ective WZW model, if ! = 0, we have h! = 0 and dim|!| = 1 – i.e., we have a sole

operator !0(z), and the t0a’s in (9.5) are just constants. If ! != 0, then we ought to have

h! != 0, and because dim|!| > 1, we have not one but a set of operators !!
s (z) of positive

scaling dimension. As the model is now conformal, one can always employ the CFT state-

operator isomorphism and replace the n punctures on # with these ! operators to obtain

an e"ective worldsheet !# that is an S2.

Since G is a simply-connected, simply-laced group, the corresponding WZW model is

diagonal and factorizes into a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic sector. Because these

sectors are identical, it su$ces to focus only on the holomorphic half of the theory. Let us

therefore focus on the holomorphic conformal blocks of the WZW model. According to the

previous paragraph, we can express the holomorphic conformal blocks as

C = #!(z1) . . . !(zn)$b! , (9.7)

where the local operator !(z) can either be !0(z) or !!
s (z).

States of the Corresponding Chern-Simons Theory
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The relation to knot invariants 

 When there are no knots: 
 
 
When there are knots in a representation λ 
 
 
 
The monodromy around each puncture is 
 
 
 
and one can interpret Cknots as quantum “ramified” D 
-modules, as they are sections of    

Observe that since !0(z) ought to be given by a regular, holomorphic function in the

coordinate z on the compact Riemann surface !" = S2, it can be viewed as a constant; in

particular, one can regard !0(z) as the identity operator 1(z). Thus, if !(zi) = !0(zi) for

all i = 1, . . . , n in (9.7), we have

C = Cempty =
"
!0(z1) . . . !0(zn)

#
b! = !1"b! . (9.8)

On the other hand, if say p of the n number of !’s in (9.7) are given by the !!
s operators,

because of what we said in the last paragraph, we have
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We shall now elucidate the meaning of the subscripts “empty” and “knots”. To this

end, note that it was first established by Witten in [72] that if one can Heegaard split some

three manifold M along !" # M , then the states in the Hilbert space H of the Chern-Simons

theory on M with gauge group G and inverse coupling !k, will correspond, in a one-to-one

manner, to the conformal blocks of the WZW model for G at level !k on !". If there are no

Wilson lines in M , the states of the Chern-Simons theory will be captured by Cempty – hence,

the subscript “empty”. However, if there are Wilson lines in M in various highest dominant

weight representations that pierce through !" at the points z1, . . . , zp which, according to [72],

can also be interpreted as knots in M , the states of the Chern-Simons theory will be captured

by Cknots – hence, the subscript “knots”. For example, in fig. 3, there is a Wilson line or

knot C in some highest dominant weight representation ! of G that pierces through S = !"
at four points, z1, z2, z3, z4; in this case,

Cknots = C !
knots =

$
!!

s1
(z1) !!

s2
(z2) !!̄

s3
(z3) !!̄

s4
(z4)

%
b!
, (9.10)

where !̄ is the representation dual to !. The ! and !̄ representations are associated with

the points where the Wilson line or knot pierces into and out of S, respectively.

9.2. “Quantum” Ramified D-Modules, Khovanov Homology, And Langrangian Intersection

Floer Homology

According to [72, 73, 74], the states in the Hilbert space H of the Chern-Simons theory

on M with gauge group G in the presence of Wilson lines that pierce through !" # M at points
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z1, . . . , zp in the representations !1, . . . ,!p, respectively, are – once a complex structure on
!! is picked – in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of H0(MG;z1,...,zp , L

bk). Here,

MG;z1,...,zp is the moduli space of flat G-bundles on !!\{z1, . . . , zp} whose connection has

monodromy around the point zi given by

g!i = exp

"
!2"i!!i

!k

#
, (9.11)

where

g!1 . . . g!p = 1; (9.12)

L is a line bundle whose first Chern class generates the second cohomology of MG;z1,...,zp ;

and !!i is the dual of !i in the following sense: using the quadratic form !Tr on g to identify

the dual t! of its Cartan subalgebra t as the Langlands-dual Cartan subalgebra Lt, !i " Lt

maps to !!i " t.

So, if there are no Wilson lines or knots in M , in which case one would have to replace

the operators "!1
s1

(z1), . . . , "!1
s1

(zp) in (9.9) with "0(z1), . . . , "0(zp), we have Cknots # Cempty

and g!i = g0 = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , p.

“Quantum” Ramified D-Modules

A useful fact to note at this juncture is that in the quantum geometric Langlands corre-

spondence for G with tame ramification, “quantum” ramified D-modules would be given by

sections of the line bundle L c"h! over MG;z1,...,zp , where the nonzero integer c = !k +h# [75].

Second, based on the analysis in §4 of [76], we find that Cknots $ H $ H!, where H! is

the space of (Bcc,B) strings in a topological A-model on the parabolic Hitchin fibration

" : Y # B with Lagrangian fiber F (along which a restriction #J |F of a certain two-

form #J is nonvanishing); Bcc is a space-filling canonical coisotropic brane (endowed with

a unitary line bundle L with connection whose curvature is #J); and B is a brane which

wraps F. In turn, noting the fact that c is an integer, based on the analysis in §11.3

of [11] and that in §4.4 of [77] (with $ %= 0; % = & = ' = 0; and ( %= 0 which ensures

that #J |F is nonvanishing), we find that H! would correspond to the space of “quantum”

tamely-ramified D-modules. Third, just like there is supposed to be not one but a category

of distinct “quantum” ramified D-modules [75], for each set of representations !1, . . . ,!p,

there is not one but several distinct Cknots’s due to the extra si-index which runs from

0, . . . , dim|!i| > 1. Fourth, in the c # 0 limit whence the operators "(z) = "0(z) in (9.7)

are, according to our analysis in §5, Q-cohomology classes, according to our analysis in §7,
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Figure 4: Path integral over ML and MR

Cempty = !!0(zp+1) . . . !0(zn)"b! would just be an ordinary “classical” D-module. Conse-

quently, this means that Cknots =
!
!!1

s1
(z1) . . . !!p

sp (zp)!0(zp+1) . . . !0(zn)
"

b!
would actually

generate – according to the abstract algebraic CFT prescription in §9.8 of [49] – the cat-

egory of “classical” D-modules with tame ramification at points z1, . . . , zp. Last but not

least, note that a connection between Chern-Simons theory and a “quantum” geometric

Langlands correspondence has also been unraveled recently by Witten in [24], albeit via a

gauge-theoretic approach; in loc. cit., the geometric Langlands parameter and its dual are

respectively " = #k + h! and L" = #1/", whereby a “classical” geometric Langlands cor-

respondence for G is achieved in the limits L" $ % and " $ 0, i.e., c $ 0, in perfect

agreement with our results obtained hitherto. Altogether, the above five points imply that

we can interpret Cknots as a “quantum” (tamely) ramified D-module Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,zp) on

MG;z1,...,zp with twist parameter c.

Relation to Knot Invariants of Three-Manifolds

In [72], it was argued that the states of the Chern-Simons theory with Wilson lines

can be related to knot invariants of three-manifolds; in turn, this means that these knot-

invariants can also be related to the above-mentioned “quantum” ramified D-modules. For

example, in fig. 3, the Chern-Simons path integral over the whole of M with Wilson line or

knot C in some highest weight representation ! of G, would be given, as shown in fig. 4,

by a path integral over the interior three-ball MR whose boundary is S = ##, followed by

a path integral over the complicated exterior piece ML whose boundary is also ## but with

orientation reversed. The former path integral would result in a state |"" & HR, while the

latter path integral would result in a state |#" & HL. Since the Hilbert spaces HL,R are

determined by the corresponding boundary theories on ##, the fact that the orientations of
## associated with HL and HR are opposite to each other means that HL is canonically dual

to HR. Hence, we can express the complete path integral over M as the pairing of states

Z!
M(C) = !#|"" = (#, "). (9.13)
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The LHS of the above relation is a knot-invariant of M , while ! and " on the RHS can be

identified as “quantum” ramified D-modules Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,z4) given by C !

knots of (9.10).

As " and ! are vectors in a finite-dimensional space H, we can expand them as

" =
dimH!

s=1

as
" Ds and ! =

dimH!

s=1

as
# Ds, (9.14)

where the coe!cients as
" and al

# are complex numbers (some of which may be zero), while

Ds ! Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,z4) spans an orthogonal basis in H, i.e., (Dm, Dn) = #mn. Thus, we can

also express (9.13) as

Z!
M(C) =

dimH!

s=1

as
"as

#. (9.15)

Notice that the sth term on the RHS of (9.15) would vanish if the sth component of either

" or ! were to be zero. Hence, we can interpret the RHS of (9.15) as a (weighted) count of

the number of components of " and ! that coincide.

The Jones Polynomial and Khovanov Homology

Let us now specialize to the case where M = S3 and G = SU(2); let $ label the

two-dimensional fundamental representation 2 of SU(2). Then, Z2
S3(C) is simply the Jones

polynomial of the knot C [72]. In turn, if the finite-dimensional vector space

K(C) = "a,bKa,b(C) (9.16)

is the corresponding bi-graded Khovanov homology, we can, according to [68], rewrite (9.15)

as
!

a,b

(#1)aqb dimKa,b(C) =
!

c!C

ac
"ac

#, (9.17)

where C is the set of components of " and ! that coincide, and

q = exp

"
2%i

#k + h"

$
. (9.18)

Thus, from (9.17), we learn that a (weighted) count of the Khovanov homology of the knot

C would be given by a (weighted) count of the number of components of the “quantum”

ramified D-modules " and ! that coincide.
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The LHS of the above relation is a knot-invariant of M , while ! and " on the RHS can be

identified as “quantum” ramified D-modules Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,z4) given by C !

knots of (9.10).

As " and ! are vectors in a finite-dimensional space H, we can expand them as

" =
dimH!

s=1

as
" Ds and ! =

dimH!

s=1

as
# Ds, (9.14)

where the coe!cients as
" and al

# are complex numbers (some of which may be zero), while

Ds ! Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,z4) spans an orthogonal basis in H, i.e., (Dm, Dn) = #mn. Thus, we can

also express (9.13) as

Z!
M(C) =

dimH!

s=1

as
"as

#. (9.15)

Notice that the sth term on the RHS of (9.15) would vanish if the sth component of either
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The Jones Polynomial and Khovanov Homology
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two-dimensional fundamental representation 2 of SU(2). Then, Z2
S3(C) is simply the Jones

polynomial of the knot C [72]. In turn, if the finite-dimensional vector space

K(C) = "a,bKa,b(C) (9.16)

is the corresponding bi-graded Khovanov homology, we can, according to [68], rewrite (9.15)
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(#1)aqb dimKa,b(C) =
!

c!C
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"ac
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Lagrangian intersection Floer homology and a 

conjecture by Seidel-Smith 

  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Relation to Lagrangian Intersection Floer Homology

Now notice that we can also write

dimH!

n=1

dimH!

m=1

!n
m!"|Dm"!Dn|#" = (", #). (9.19)

In terms of the vectors $n, $m # H, where $n =
"dimH

n=1 Dn and $m =
"dimH

m=1 Dm, this is

!n
m (", $m)($n, #) = (", #). (9.20)

Compare this with the relation between Lagrangian intersection Floer homology groups

HF !
symp(L0, L1)$HF !

symp(L1, L2) % HF !
symp(L0, L2), (9.21)

where the pairwise Li’s are intersecting Lagrangian submanifolds of some underlying sym-

plectic manifold Msymp, and the vector space HF !
symp(Li, Lj) is generated and counted by

the intersection points of Li and Lj. Since $m = $n, and since for any %1, %2 # H, the pair-

ing (%1, %2) counts (with weights) the number of components of %1 and %2 that coincide, the

similarity between (9.20) and (9.21) suggests that we can interpret " and # as Lagrangian

submanifolds L! and L" of Msymp that have nonzero intersection with each other. In turn,

since the RHS of (9.17) is equal to (", #), it would mean that we can write

!

a,b

(&1)aqb dimKa,b(C) =
!

c"C

Ic, (9.22)

where C is now the set of intersection points of L! and L" in Msymp, and Ic is some

complex number whose value depends on the point c. In light of the fact that (i) " and

# can be regarded as “quantum” ramified D-modules, (ii) every Lagrangian brane of an

A-model underlies a “quantum” ramified D-module if the target is the parabolic Hitchin

fibration MH ,49 one can deduce that Msymp = MH .

A Gauge-Theoretic Approach

We will now rederive (9.22) via four-dimensional gauge-theory, and in the process,

obtain an explicit formula for Ic. The relevant gauge theory for this purpose is GL-twisted

49To see this, repeat the analysis in §4.4 of [77] using ! '= 0, " = # = $ = 0, and % '= 0.
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Generalization of  Seidel-Smith to arbitrary 

links 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specialize to G = SU(2), we get connection to Khovanov 

Homology 
 
 
S0

j are components of the modular transformation matrix 
acting in the Hilbert space of quantum “ramified” D-modules.  

S2 with n marked points which leaves fixed the nth point; and S0
j are certain functions in !k

which represent in the Hilbert space a modular transformation S : ! ! "1/! of a two-torus

embedded in S3 with complex structure ! .

A useful result to quote at this point is the following. Elements of the mapping class

group M generate automorphisms of the line bundle L bk on MG;z1,...,zn!1,zn [80]. Since the

“quantum” ramified D-modules C j
knots correspond to sections of the aforementioned line

bundle, and since they are objects which span a category C, it would mean that elements of

B #M generate autoequivalences of C. This is also reflected in the fact that !B : Hj ! Hj.

Hence, we can also write

Z!1...!n!1

S3 (L) =
"

j

S0
j

dimHj"

sj=1

(Dsj

j , " bB(Dsj

j )), (9.30)

where the Dsj

j ’s are “quantum” ramified D-modules Dc
mod(MG;z1,...,zn!1,zn) that span an or-

thogonal basis in Hj; ( , ) is the usual natural pairing in Hj; and " bB is the operator !B – with

eigenvector Dsj

j – representing an autoequivalence of C. Thus, the link invariant Z!1...!n!1

S3 (L)

just counts (with appropriate weights) the number of linearly-independent “quantum” ram-

ified D-modules Dsj

j .

Let us again specialize to the case where G = SU(2); let all the #i’s label the two-

dimensional fundamental representation 2 of SU(2). Then, Z2,...,2
S3 (L) is simply the Jones

polynomial of the link L [72]. In turn, if the finite-dimensional vector space

K(L) = $a,bKa,b(L) (9.31)

is the corresponding bi-graded Khovanov homology, we can, according to [68], rewrite (9.30)

as
"

a,b

("1)aqb dimKa,b(L) =
"

j

S0
j

dimHj"

sj=1

(Dsj

j , " bB(Dsj

j )), (9.32)

where

q = exp

#
2$i

!k + h!

$
. (9.33)

Thus, from (9.32), we learn that a (weighted) count of the Khovanov homology of the n" 1

component link L would be given by a (weighted) count of the number of linearly-independent

“quantum” ramified D-modules Dsj

j on MSU(2);z1,...,zn!1,zn .
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Conclusion 

  Nice interplay between physics and mathematics. 
 
  The physical interpretation provides a novel way of 

looking at the mathematical results and proving the 
conjectures, and connects seemingly unrelated areas 
of mathematics via the physics.  

  Four-dimensional gauge theory not the only physical 
manifestation of the Geometric Langlands 
correspondence.  
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